DISCLAIMER
We recognize that many of you reading this handbook
will wish to NIZE our beaks. We think we’re spitting facts,
you may think we’re under-edukaited or worse un-funny.
Although unfortunate, this is understandable. If any of
our content is too spicy, know that we are in no way trying
to offend our beloved readers. If you have any questions,
qomments, qoncerns, or qroblems with the content please
do not hesitate to email us at:
thisisnotafakeemail@macengsociety.ca.
Alternatively if you believe you have been provided with
a fake email and really want to speak to our manager to
express your anger, you can email:
vp.communications@macengsociety.ca
Furthermore if you are so enraged you want to ensure we
never write again, you can also email the manager’s manager at: president@macengsociety.ca
That last email is very important to remember as our boss
never gets any emails, he’s heartbroken over how empty his
inbox is. Please send him an email, or a couple, or a dozen
because it will make his day so much better : )
Stay Shrekxy

LAND RECOGNITION
The McMaster Engineering Society recognizes that McMaster University occupies the traditional territory shared
between the Haudenosaunee confederacy and Anishinaabe
nations, which is acknowledged in the Dish with One Spoon
wampum belt. This wampum uses the dish to represent the
territory, and one spoon to represent that the people are to
share the resources of the land and to only take what they
need.
Students, throughout their entire university careers, remain
people that have needs past academics. It is vital that we
recognize this and promote equality and inclusion in engineering. The first step towards any kind of reconciliation or
progress is admitting that inequality persists. This comes
from looking at the treatment of marginalized people historically, and presently. Creating equality is a restorative
process, that seeks to break down systemic barriers and
promote lasting change.
The MES works to ensure that students can see themselves
reflected in our policies and programming and to give every
student an equal opportunity to succeed and thrive while at
McMaster. The MES was founded to foster the development
of well rounded undergraduate engineering students by
providing them with accessible academic, professional, and
social support. The society has always prioritized innovation
and responsibility, and it is with these principles in mind that
the MES conditions to evolve to best represent the multifaceted needs of the student body.
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Wonder Plumber

*!&%, Am I unmuted yet?!?
Sup Smarty Pantz,

Check it out, it’s your Mac Eng superhero Wonder Plumber, aka WP, aka epic
boss, coming at ya live in text. For reference I’m the cutie in the red dress and
cape with the plumber. Not a basic look, but I work it. I make up half of the
dynamic duo that is Wonder Plumber and Super Plumber. Think of us as role
models for all your soon to be Mac Eng experiences. I promise we’ve been
through the all nighters, midterms (both aces and fails), rejections, hangovers,
and cheesy insta posts that uni has to offer.
Now I know this may not be the start you were envisioning, but it’s going to be
memorable. Me, SP, and the ready steady Redsuits have got your backs and DM
replies for the next 4-7 years of your Mac Eng experience. Stay with us through
the technical difficulties as we venture to the promised land on the virtual
student experience. Might be bumpy as my plunger isn’t great for fixing
laptops.
Cool, Cool, Cool, I guess this is the part where I impart some computer bits of
wisdom….
•Be yourself! Seriously each and every one of you snowflakes is now a valued
member of the #FireballFamily. We are excited for your contributions to our
community
•Practice self-care. Eng is really hard. Not sleeping, eating, drinking (water),
and taking breaks makes it so much harder. Trust me, I’ve been there. All this
doesn’t just happen without the luxurious art of treatin’ yo self well!
•Ask for Help!!!! About everything and anything. Engineering is a team sport!
And we have full teams of trainers and coaches behind you. To clarify the metaphor SP, WP, Redsuits, the MES, MSU/Mac Resources, Profs, TAs, co-op/academic advising (not an exhaustive list) are here and more than willing to help,
but they need to know how. Please reach out if you need it! This will be especially important considering first year is going to be online. Don’t be afraid to
send an email or slide in DMs, seriously mine are always open.
•Get Involved! Come to events, join extracurriculars. I know Mac seems big and
scary. Every step may feel like a staircase at this point but the view from the top
is worth it! Mac has something outside the classroom for everyone, and if they
somehow don’t start a club for it.
Your university experience is as much in the classroom as out of it, and all the
hard work is worth it! Seriously, jump in and make the biggest splash.
CongratuFRIGGINlations you get to join the colourful pool party that is McMaster Engineering. Welcome Home!
Thank you for coming to my TedTalk. Watch out for me during Welcome Week,
as I always make an entrance.
MWAH, WP

Super Plumber
Is this thing on?
OHHHH It’s a computer not a telephone!
What is UP first years ??!
I mean besides the sky of course (it’s also down if you go far enough :p ) ! Hope
you’re ready for more jokes like that, because things sure get WEIRD around
here!
These next 4-7 years of your life will be a wild ride, so sit back, open that bag of
chips I know you have next to you and enjoy!
I am Super Plumber, SP for short, and along with my partner Wonder Plumber
(WP) we can really do a number on a leaky pipe!! My job is to show all you
wonderful people how great it is to be a part of the faculty of Engineering here
at Mac. Now time for some semi relevant “wisdom” :
TRY SOMETHING NEW. McMaster and especially Mac Eng has so many incredible opportunities, like a kickass musical and even *shameless plug time*
McMaster NEUDOSE (McMaster’s Satellite team, ask me about it ;) ). You’ll
soon learn there’s a lot of great ways to procrastinate your physics homework
:p.
Above all else, I’ve learned that the people in Mac Eng are so dang accepting,
you can literally be as weird as you want and fit right in (Trust me I’m one of the
weird ones :D) ! There’s a place for whatever you want to do, whether that’s
enjoying some wine, eating an entire baguette (that one comes from personal
experience) or just binge watching all the Harry Potter movies in 1 day, the
most important thing is to just be yourself! (IKR very corny, but somehow still
relevant all the same).
One last piece of advice I’d have, is just to reach out to this community when
you need. There’ll always be people to talk to and it's an incredibly supportive
environment when you’ve got a tough program to get through! Nothing builds
friendship better than working on math together until the sun comes up :D.
As a part of the faculty of engineering, the work you do can have a serious
impact on people’s lives. It’s up to us to ensure we do things right and use our
knowledge and skills for the benefit of all of humanity. As one of my favourite
superheroes (WP is obviously my fav) says: WITH GREAT POWER, COMES
GREAT RESPONSIBILITY and I can’t imagine a better motto for our faculty :D.
While I unfortunately won’t be able to meet you all in person this fall, I’ll be
around all of the virtual Welcome Week! You can always feel free to slide into
my DMs for advice, help with courses or even just if you want to send me
memes!
CHEERS!!!
SP

letter from
the edirtor
Welcome to the family first years!!!
So McMaster was the disaster you chose to study at eh? Let me be the
first one to congratulate you on this life changing decision: GREAT
CHOICE! Believe me, although us Mac kids love to hate on it, we all really
do love this place a crap ton. McMaster truly is a one of a kind experience.
From our beautiful (for the most part) campus and friendly (unless you
decide to be a snake) environment, I’m sure you’ll feel at home here in no
time. So get ready for the most pivotal 4-7 years of your life!!
Now for my crusty, old, dirty (cause I’m in civil), wisdom: Take first year
one day at a time. You may want to join a million clubs, befriend everyone
you meet and have a perfect average but that just isn’t realistic. Instead,
try and pick 1 or 2 things you find interesting to give yourself something to
do outside of academics and form a solid friend group. If you stretch
yourself too thin and wide, first year will hit you like 10000000000
metaphorical bricks (if it were physical bricks that would really suck).
First year is HARD, harder than concrete. Don’t let the geniuses tell you
otherwise (they usually mess up the bell curve anyway). If not for the
material then just learning how to study effectively and navigating this new
environment. However, first year is NOT impossible. Don’t doubt for 1
second if Engineering was the right faculty. You got in (even against that
super high admission average) so you belong here. Instead of worrying,
start getting hyped for your amazing future all the opportunities Mac Eng
will open up for you. In no time, you guys will form the new generation of
Musk’s and *insert other cool engineers*.
Finally, please, please, please don’t go through first year alone!
Reach out to someone for help: your TA, your prof, a rep, friends, or even
one of us editors (add me on Facebook!) because we all want to see you
succeed! Have fun reading this massive meme :)
Stay civilized,
Emilia Nietresta
Civil Engineering & Society IV

if you don’t love me at my
coconut head,you don’t
deserve me at my bob the
builder

A letter from her royal
MEME-NESS
(The meme STRIKES BACK)

Hello smol boiz!
Wow you finally made it to university after sitting through the blur that was 4 years
of education and a commencement (which, can we be honest, is just a bunch of us
congregated wearing matching shower curtains while someone reads out of a phone
book). I promise that university is very different, it’s your first step into adulthood and
let me tell you, it’s FUNKY. For the first time school isn’t this linear path you just walk
along until you get a job, you’re going to be facing a bunch of obstacles you never
thought you’d see. This was the first time I failed a course. Calculus of all things! It
was very scary at first but once you realize that “it really do be like that” and “there’s
nothing you can do but move forward”, things get better.
Not to forget that y’all chose a TOP TIER university. Though we lack good food and
have a weird amount of bitten armrests at Thode, the spirit of Mac will carry you
through (and I mean that literally...Bates is rumored to have a ghost). The people here
are literally the coolest people you’ll ever meet from the Brampton-mans to the country
boiz, everyone is more than willing to give you a helping hand, all you have to do is
ask. Even for all my fellow commuters, just take the time to make friends with people
in your classes (everyone is as shy as you are) and join clubs (because nobody needs
to be doing math constantly). Also be sure to download the Go Transit bus schedule
because no matter how many times you take the bus, you will NEVER remember when
the next one is coming.
So just remember:
Always buy food off campus - personally I suggest Subway (it’s near the hospital for those of
you as directionally challenged as I am)
Thode is the BEST library to study at with enough
exposed wiring to reflect the endearing crustiness that we all have inside us.
Smile and wave boys, just smile and wave.
Harleen Klair
Mechanical Engineering & Biomedical II

GINGER CONTENT

Wow. You did it,you made it to university! It’s a huge milestone in
your life and you deserve a pat on the back. Don’t take it lightly
though.
I know you did great in highschool, but university life is very different. You’re now learning more information, harder concepts, all at
a faster pace than before (plus you have six courses a semester).
I won’t lie to you and say it’s going to be a walk in the park. Maybe
you’ll do alright, but if you’re like me you might be in for a rude
awakening. I came from highschool with a 94% average, studying
for most tests the day of. Come first year, I got a 40% on my first
math midterm, and failed a course my second semester. OUCH.
But don’t give up hope. I’m not trying to scare you and declare
“You will fail!” like some evil villain. I want you to understand that
it’s ok if you mess up and don’t do as well as you hope. At the end
of the day, just do your best and I promise everything will work
out. My average practically doubled in second year when I finally
figured everything out. Don’t be afraid to ask for help from your
peers and upper years - we’re all in this together.
So that’s it. Do your best and be proud of what you accomplish. It’s
100x easier to berate yourself, but just smile and tell yourself you
will do better next time. Mental health is important, so join a
couple clubs, meet some new people, and don’t forget about some
you time every now and then. Read a book, watch a show, go for a
walk, hit the gym - whatever your thing is. Just keep a smile on
your face and I promise, you’re gonna do great!

Brandon Noble
Electrical Engineering and Society IV

Presidential address
(aka words from our boss's boss's boss)
Welcome to McMaster Engineering! —You’ve heard that before, and are bound to hear
it again dozens more. Just a few months ago you made possibly the two biggest
(and at least for me, scariest) decisions of your life so far, not only choosing your
degree, but your university as well. When I was in your place, I had no idea what I was
doing so far from home, and in engineering to top it off! I was feeling pretty lost until
an upper year welcomed me with those same words, and told me what they meant.
McMaster Engineering isn’t a name, it’s an opportunity. With countless clubs, teams,
career opportunities, resources, and more, it can be a lot to take in – but they’re all
there for you to discover at your own pace. McMaster Engineering isn’t a name, it’s
the people. It’ll introduce you to roommates, classmates, professors, and new friends,
all while bringing you into our engineering community. Ours is a community where we
promote collaboration and support. One where we look out for each other, recognizing that engineering is hard enough on its own and that we should do all we can to
ensure we get through it, together. Upper years are always around in our engineering
spaces if you have any questions, and our community leaders (Redsuits) that you’ll
meet during Welcome Week will always be there to talk to you throughout the year!
Speaking of Redsuits, they are a group of students working with the McMaster
Engineering Society, or the MES, which is not only an interesting fact, but a great
segue into my plug for the MES! The MES is an entirely student run organization,
representing all 5000 Faculty of Engineering undergraduate students. With a threequarter million dollar budget, we provide academic advocacy, involvement
opportunities, academic & wellness resources, professional & social events (including
Welcome Week!), and tons more services! Although I’d love to keep going on about
the MES, you have a whole handbook ahead of you to explore, as well as our website
www.macengsoci-ety.ca where you can find out more information about what we do,
Welcome Week, and ways to get involved in first year.
By now you know that McMaster Engineering isn’t
just a name, it’s an experience. An experience to
take you through the next 4-7 years, but that isn’t
a prison sentence. My biggest advice would be to
take the time to discover what you’re passionate
about outside of academics. Be it through our
hockey teams, rocketry & satellite teams, or maybe
even the MES, your involvement will shape the
person you are outside the classroom, and will be
what you remember from your time here.
If you have any questions or just want to chat, you
can always stop by the MES office in Hatch H202
or email me at president@macengsociety.ca, I’d
be happy to meet you! But for now, welcome to
McMaster Engineering, and to the experience of a
lifetime.
Kind Regards,
Alex Moica
Software Engineering III

LETTERS FROM THE EXECS
THE MOST WHOLESOME vp's (aka very persons)

VP STUDENT LIFE
Welcome to Mac Eng!!!!
My name is Erin Yusek and I’m currently in my fourth-ish year of Automation Engineering Technology (we luv BTech!!!) and I’m this year’s Vice President Student Life. I’m here to make sure
your year isn’t just all academics, and that you get to have fun while you’re here!
Some of the things I work on to make sure you have fun includes exciting events such as pub
nights, sports, destressors, game nights and clubs/teams/groups, which you’ll learn more about
from some of the beginning of the year events. Some huge events to look out for during the year
include our Ratboy dodgeball tournament and soccer tournament, or pub nights such as Halloween Pub or Graffiti Pub!
Participating in extracurriculars or attending events is a great way to get involved and meet new
people. It’s how I met most of my friends, and it’s truly made my university experience so much
more enjoyable, not to mention all the skills you can learn along the way!
This change can be big and scary, but we’ve all been there. Everyone is here to help you out and make you feel as welcome and
comfortable as possible, so don’t be afraid to reach out. If you ever
want to get involved but you’re not sure how, feel free to reach out
to me at any time, I’d love to help, or if you have any event ideas, let
me know! I love seeing students helping out and getting involved,
and I promise to do whatever I can to help you get there!
Get ready for the best 4-7 years of your life,
Erin Yusek
Automation Technology IV

VP external RELATIONS
Hello future friends, welcome to McMaster University!!
My name is Damilola Fadiya, but most people call me Lola (like the song and sometimes Hannah
Montana’s bestie). I am currently in my 3rd year of Software and Biomedical engineering and
more excitingly I am the MES VP External. Now what is this VP External I speak of...basically, I
work to create connections between the MES and other external organizations. This includes the
Engineering Co-op and Career services, student organizations that advocate on a provincial and
federal level for the issues that matter to you, and organizations that help to advance your future
careers. Alongside all the fun stuff I mentioned, I work to help you find conferences and other
opportunities that fit your interests, and plan events that will help you pursue your career goals.
Now all of this may sound like a lot for your first time at university,
but regardless of my role a priority of mine and the other members
of the MES is to support you through your time at school. University
can throw a lot of curveballs but finding a good group of friends and
doing activities that you enjoy makes the time a whole lot easier. But
hey, you’ve already gone through a global pandemic how hard can first
year be.
Feel free to come talk to me about anything. I’m always ready to start
a conversation about my role, opportunities at McMaster, food, Marvel
and especially Avatar the Last Airbender.
Good luck through the year and can’t wait to meet you!
Lola <3
Software Engineering & iBioMed III

VP communications
Yo yo yo! Welcome to the best years of your lives! I’m Terrel Marshall, and I’ll be your VP Communications this year. It’s my job to keep you informed of everything the MES has going on - I coordinate our advertising, social media, website, and publications! I’m in my third year of Eng Phys
and iBioMed and I honestly can’t express how much I love it at Mac. Always feel free to stop by
the MES office on the second floor of Hatch, or shoot me an email at vp.communications@macengsociety.ca if you want to know anything about Mac, the MES, or how you can get involved.
And don’t forget to follow @macengsociety on Instagram and add us on Snapchat to get all the
latest updates. Y’know what, feel free to follow me @marshallterrel and shoot me a DM if you
have questions about absolutely anything :)
I know entering your first year of university can be super overwhelming, and I know I’m not going to fix that with a blurb in
your Handbook, BUT I want to do what I can to assure you that
you’re going to have an absolutely awesome four, five, six, or
seven years at Mac Eng. It might be a bit of an adjustment, and
you’re going to have to make your way through some tough
courses, but the people you’ll meet and the supports at your
disposal will make it more than worth it. You’re all capable of
amazing things, but don’t forget to have a little fun!
Yours Truly,
T.M.
Engineering Physics & iBioMed, III

VP FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION
Hello First Years! Welcome to the best 4-7 years of your life. On behalf of the MES, we welcome
you to the community with open arms. Even though things are online this year, we will still do our
best to make sure everyone has an amazing experience and I can’t wait to share what we have in
store for all of you.
My name is Emma Mandel and I’ll be your VP Finance and Administration this year. This may
come as a shock to you all, but I deal with everything money related. From budgeting, to accounting, to paying bills, right down to the nitty gritty of taking meeting minutes EVERY SINGLE MEETING (so much fun! Yeah!). All jokes aside, I love what I do and my favourite part of all of it is that I
get to communicate with every single Club and Team, which is probably where I’ll start meeting all
of you! Right now, I’m currently working on prepping our $700k budget for this upcoming year, but
as you all start to learn things about our faculty, if there are any suggestions, I’d love to hear your
thoughts.
Mac Eng is a place for growth academically, professionally, and most
importantly, socially. There is plenty to do here and it’s every single
upper year’s job to make you feel at home. My advice to you is try your
best to get involved and see what’s out there, which I’m sure your family and friends are already telling you to do… but I can guarantee you
they’re right! If I can tell you one thing I regret, it’s getting involved too
late in the game. These are some of the people that you’ll be friends
with for the rest of your life. So make it count kid!
Emma Mandel
Materials Engineering V

VP academic
Hey Firsties!
Congrats! You made it! There was no mountain high enough, valley low enough, or river wide
enough to keep you from getting here. Against all odds, you conquered quarantine, avoided
chok-ing and managed to secure a water source your entire life thus far. Your reward? The best
4-7 years of year life in the most close, caring, and supportive community: Mac Eng.
My name is Andrew D’Elia, I’m a 3rd year Materials + iBioMed student, and I’m your VP Academic this year! I represent all of our students from the perspective of the faculty, and advocate on
the behalf of their academic wellbeing. I also oversee academic services such as our textbook
library (free textbooks), mentorship/tutoring programs (free people*), engineering competitions
(free fun), and help sessions (free food + free education). Where did all my money for this come
from? Some magical place called IDK… JK ask Emma.
Need advice, a mentor, or tutor? I’m your guy. Concerned about your grades, your course, or one
of your instructors? I’m your guy. Not sure who to talk to about a school issue? OOOOO that’s
me. Need to vent about a course, or the seemingly sudden collapse of the universe?
I’m still your guy. Know how to balance a budget? Go see
Emma. Looking to master the culinary art of browned-butter-based-baking? I’m probably not your guy, but it’s worth
a shot.
When you break it down, the one thing everyone has in common here is academics. At Mac, we pride ourselves on the
strong, unconditional support system we’ve built for each
other over the years, and we are happy to welcome you to it.
It’s okay to be nervous, everyone is at some point! Whether
you’re in B.Tech, Comp Sci, iBioMed or Eng, I’m here to help
you achieve whatever goal you’ve set for yourself. If you
ever need anything, or just want to chat, my door is always
open… JK it’s my email vp.academic@macengsociety.ca
and the MES office (2nd floor Hatch H202).
I’m so excited to welcome you all to the Faculty of Eng, and
I wish you great success on your journey through undergrad.
Keep it classy friends–Welcome to the family.
Andrew D’Elia
Materials Engineering & iBioMed III

MES COUNCIL
AVP Events: Carl Castro

If something happens it’s because of this guy. A pub night? That’s an event. A tournament? That’s an event. People giving out free snacks? That’s an event. The Event? That’s
an event. You aced your midterm? Not an event, but hey, he’ll take credit for it.

AVP Clubs and Services: Jack Flannery

no forbidden snacks
provided, non-food

Teams, clubs, affiliates. All of these words are synonyms for group,what this guy deals
with. If you join a club this guy is technically your bosses’ boss. Put some respect on
his name. Also he offers other services, for the right $$.

AVP Academic Resources: Alex Damjanovski

Think VP Academic, but add an A in front and Resources after. He has a Library of
textbooks, and uses his knowledge on every topic in the universe to set up review sessions. Just. For. You.
BSI Steel Erection manual is a difficult

Administrator: Isra Zahid

read...its real textbook google it

If you ever sit through an MES meeting and notice a person frantically typing. Even
more so than macbook users on the first day of class when the prof is reading the syllabus, it’s probably our admin taking minutes. Does anyone actually read those ? nope
we hope so for their sake

CRO: Aras Siddiqui

Is it a bird? Is it a birb? No it’s our chief returning officer. THEY HAVE A GAVEL and yet
no law degree… something doesn’t add up here. Also how are they an officer without a
fun badge. I am confusion.

Fireball Coordinators: Lauren LaValley & Emma Robinson

Wowie did you know engineers have a prom? Well it’s kinda like prom but with this
many engineers around you can bet someone is finishing a physics assignment in the
corner. Go to the BALL I hear it’s pretty FIRE!

Frequency Editors: Isabelle Ragany & Negar Goodarzynejad
Serious gals who run a serious publication about serious things like
academics and contemporaneous happenings and other big words.

Information Technology Coordinator: Dabeer Abdul-Azeez

Did the website crash? No? Thank goodness, that means either our IT coordinator is
doing their job or Google hasn’t decided to shut down the internet and begin world
domination. Someone give this man a software co-op.

THE COUNCIL WILL DECIDE
YOUR FATE
Internal Affairs Coordinators: Maya Phangsoa & Sheridan Fong

They keep all our affairs...internal we may or may not have a secret
mcdonald’s ice cream machine in the basement of JHE, it’s never out of order

Culture Coordinators: Cassie Stothers & Nassim Terzout

Next time someone scoffs, points their nose up, and calls you uncultured, scoff back &
tell them the only things you like cultured are these coordinators and butter.

DW Lounge Coordinators: Alec Fernback & Kristine Uchendu

We have a lounge named after Arthur’s little sister I think? Usually it’s a mess but every
so often it is glorious and clean thanks to these 2. Also FREE RENT?

Sustainability Coordinators:
Elliot Tomlinson & Felicia Mikrogianakis

They ensure the MES is sustainable, you know economically, socially, environmentally,
the three pillars (I took a sustain course, I’m an expert). Hopefully they don’t mind the
1700 copies of this book most of yall wont even read Oops.

Social Media & Website Coordinators: Sophie Ciardullo, Emilia
Nietresta & Ansh Kuckreja Mark Zuckerberg is their master and they lowkey

think they have influencer status. They relentlessly spam you with events and ways to
get involved on every social media platform imaginable (yes even tiktok).
Follow @macengsociety.

Plumbline Editors: Angela Huang & Alexi Buenaventura

Picture a popular meme account but it’s all engineering related and printed as a newspaper. Really fun read if you’re bored in class and has very minimal wordage for
people who simply hate looking at letters. H is so ugh :(

Sports Coordinators: Hana Amari & OJ Onyeagwu

We play sports… What the heck do we actually exercise? Good for us! Well, good for
the people who actually sport. Also I heard you can get money back if your intramural
team is 80% engineering students, so SPORT IT UP FREE!
SPORTS! ATHLETICS! SPORTS
SPORTS ATHLETICS!!!

MacLAB Chair: Nali Amin

What happens when all the engineering streams send one student rep to try and split
a 150k lab funding budget fairly. A lot of arguing and a couple superiority complexes.
Thankfully the macLab chair is there to save us from ourselves and be “unbiased”.
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MES RESUME BOOSTERS
Kipling Coordinators: Lauren Watson & Brynmor Dayes

What’s a kipling? No, it’s not just the reptile from the show “Jessie”. It’s where you get
married to your engineering degree (rings included) and have a party. Have fun on your
honeymoon… you definitely won’t be getting lucky with this degree.

Publications Editor: Hunter Ceranic

New around town, he makes sure that the publications we publish actually get published. He manages us editors, yet none of us know how the heck to make a handbook.
Thanks for sticking through this confusing process with us fam <3.

Trailer Maintenance Coordinator: Eleanor Gough

This trailer can carry even the largest loads and they make sure of that. Get your head
out of the gutter I’m obviously talking about the official MES Trailer™ No reality shows
have been filmed here… yet

Leadership Development Coordinator: Emily Izzotti & Mariel
Serra

What does it mean to develop leaderly? I don’t know, I thought leaderly was a fake
word but if you want some sick Linkedin photos or help with professionalism (which if
you don’t know what Linkedin is you do) reach out to them!

Equity & Inclusion Officer: Brooklyn Schmidt

Anyone who has ‘officer’ in their title means business. They’re the sheriff of this here
respectable town and we don’t take kindly to inequity and exclusion in these parts.

Drain Coordinators: Dziugas Nausedas & Jennifer Braun

They run the store that produces tons of engineering swag. If you thought you had
swag before coming to university I’m sorry but your entire life has been a lie. Live
your truth and buy some swag from the 1st floor of Hatch.

Mentorship Coordinators: Sarah Rasmussen & Sophie Dyment

Back in my day you had to speed date upper years in the hopes of finding a mentor,
now they have a whole system to make sure none of you firsties gets left behind.
Please don’t be afraid of the crusty old people at Mac we want to help :)

Tutoring Operations Coordinator: Yuvraj Randhawa

Turns out university tutors all think that time is literal money and charge upwards of
$60/hour. If you don’t want to spend 30 iced coffees an hour for calculus to make
sense, look to this coordinator for affordable tutelage.
x3

THE COUNCIL has spoken
Graphic Designers: Helen Zhu, Hridhoy Datta, Kay Phanthavong
& Lindsay Lee Do you want to see Pepe the frog’s head stitched onto Super

Plumber’s body? We do too. Now as editors we should know how to do this but mak-ing
graphics on MS Paint is draining, thankfully we have these highly skilled professionals.

Data Coordinators: Desmond Kennedy, Julia Lisboa & Thomas
Baker What’s hotter than one person who collects the data of the entire McMaster
engineering community to look for trends? A three people of people that collect everyone’s data. They also make spicy graphs.

Wellness Coordinators: Dylan Matsuda & Samia Anwar

Online school amirite. Ok but seriously they're here for
you mentally with whatever you need.

Gerald Hatch Coordinator: Patrick Wojtera

He doesn’t book the Hatch rooms, the rooms book themselves. Every time he allocates a Project Locker the project is guaranteed to be a success. He is the Hatch
Coordinator. I don’t always study, but when I do, I’m in Hatch. Get a Hatch Card, my
friends.

Sponsorship Coordinators: Asad Irfan, Vivek Kannan

This handbook sure as heck ain’t coming out of our empty pockets, it comes brought
to you by the much fuller pockets of our lovely sponsors. Thank you coordinators for
securing the bread/dough/guap/bag.

MEC Chair: Harsh Mahajan

Sounds like Mech, which makes me think mechanical but it’s actually much more
inclusive. It’s Mac’s Engineering Competition… resume flex for keeners. However some
profs give course bonuses so that’s litty.

FYEC Coordinators: Kriya Patel & Dameli Mambetalinova

They plan a conference just for you guys, the First Year Integration Conference. Wish I
had that back in my day… so you better show up. Or else.

Handbook Editors: Harleen Klair & Emilia Nietresta

So get this, the MES selected us in October of last year so that we could have ample
time to create a sicko mode handbook this year. But like any good engineering students we procrastinated and started writing it May ¯\_( )_/¯

😅

WHO ARE WE????
the mac eng SPICY, HOT, FIery
redsuits!!!
Redsuits are the fun loving, slightly crazy, always obnoxious (in a good way
we promise), caring <3, old people ( at least 1 year older) that you will get to
meet during your Welcome Week! They make up a small percentage of some
of the best, most awesome student leaders mac has to offer. All welcome
week (from Aug 31st to Sept 9th COME OUT!) they’ll be volunteering their
time to get you feeling like a part of our Fireball family and bringing you one
of the most epic weeks of your lives. However, Redsuits aren’t just a week
long gimimck, we aren’t that cheap psh. Think of Mac Eng Redsuits as FREE
(maybe we are that cheap) mentorship and friendship for your grand entrance
into Uni. If you don’t know the answer to a question, have a problem or are
wondering if your fridge is running (they will help you catch it) Don’t hestitate
to talk to a red pants person.
Ever year 150 new/old Redsuits are chosen to be Reps for the week.
However, once you get a Redsuit and repped one year, you are a Redsuit for
life. One of the tightest communities at mac, if you’re with a Redsuit prepare
yourself for an awesome time! If you guys are interested (and you should be)
look out for try outs in January! Anyone can be a Redsuit and they’re always
looking for fresh faces to keep the Mac eng spirit alive!!!

lETTER FROM YOUR co-ocs

pRONounCED LIKE A MALE CHICKEN, it’s NOT ROOSTER ;)
Well hello friends, it is our absolute pleasure to WELCOME YOU TO THE MAC ENG
FAMILY! On behalf of our entire community, we would like to say congratulations on
all of your accomplishments that have led you to this moment. We are so excited and
happy that you chose to join this wonderful community that you’ll be able to call home
for the next 4-7 years.
You’re probably asking yourself - “Who the hell are these guys?”. We’re Brendan
Tomaiuolo and Ben Torres-Kulik, the Engineering Co-Orientation Coordinators for
Welcome Week 2020. That means we have the absolute pleasure of leading over 140
upper-year engineering representatives (or Redsuits, but we’ll get to that in a second)
in welcoming you to McMaster. The world is in a rather strange place right now, but
one thing we can guarantee is that regardless of how uncertain everything may be, you
can count on one thing: the students in this community will always be there to support
you and cheer you on through your time here.
Now who are these Redsuits?!? We’re a rowdy group of passionate upper-year
Engineering, B.Tech, iBioMed, and Computer Science students that volunteer our time
and energy to give you the best possible introduction to our programs. Why would you
want to listen to what we have to say? Cause we’ve been in your shoes! Although each
and every one of you is a unique person that brings something new to our community,
our team is made up of students with a wide diversity of experiences, identities, and
beliefs that we would love to share with you. Want to learn about the clubs and teams
we’ve been involved with? Ask a Redsuit! Want to learn more about the specifics of
your courses? Ask a Redsuit!! Feeling overwhelmed and want someone to talk to? Ask
a darn Redsuit!!!
While we’re sad that we’re not going to get to see you on campus for a little while, we’ll
all be together again eventually and we can’t wait! Until that day comes, enjoy the
Welcome Week that we’ve put together for all of you. Log in to our events and meet
some new people! The next 4-7 years of your life can be some of the best, but only
if you let them be! So make some connections, get involved with our events, and gEt
hYpEd!
Thanks for coming out, mwah!
Ben Torres-Kulik
&
Brendan Tomaiuolo

WELCOME WEEK COMMITTEE
Anna Green

Ideas for what to name your pet/child:
Liz, short for lizard
Mike, short for micycle
Cass, short for casserole
Chris, short for Christmas
Zo, short for zoo wee mama
Em, short for embryo
Eve, short for evil
Mia, short for missing in action
Cam, short for Toyota Camry
Chlo, short for chlorophyll
Sav, short for savage

Anna Lopatukhin
If you are reading this, great work, this is an
accomplishment. I recommend you encourage
others to read this as well. It is an excellent use
of time. There is no better way to spend your
time than reading this. Trust me, you will learn so
much. You should continue reading this. Ask me
about time efficiency and how to read faster.

Connor Chandran
Hi everyone! Welcome to McMaster University
sponsored by the internet! I go by many names
but most commonly the following:
•
Name: Connor Chandran
•
Lil Rich
I have never read a book, so I only know 100 –
150 words total. Yuvi and I dabble in the art of
“Renegading”, ask him about how he learned how
to woah. Brendan says “hi folks” and Ben’s chair
loves to squeak. Mike WaWELCOMEski!

THEY LIKE ‘A’... LIKE A LOT
Erin Puersten

Hi! Hallo! What’s up! Welcome to the best 4-7
years of your life!!! Can’t wait to meet all your
beautiful faces!! Don’t forget to eat your hands,
wash your exercise, and get some greens every
day!

Ian Currie
Hi my name is Ian Currie. When I grow
up, I want to be a Elkay EZH2O
LZS8WSLK Filtered Water Bottle
Refilling
Station, Wall Mount, Gray. Stay hydrated
out there.

Josh Lawrence
Hello Folks, thanks for coming. Some folks don’t
know there’s this awesome program called B.Tech.
come on by and ask me about it! Folks don’t know
but you can still get your P.Eng after graduating
B.tech!

Matana Hendrickson
Ask me about the best places to get ice cream in
Hamilton

elcome

eek

ommittee

Lauren LaValley

Rum-pum-pum-pum, rum-pum-pum-pum-pum-pum
Rum-pum-pum-pum, rum-pum-pum-pum-pum-pum
Rum-pum-pum-pum, rum-pum-pum-pum-pum-pum
Rum-pum-pum-pum-pum-pum, nasty

Natasha Varghese

“A brief introduction of common colloquialisms
cultivated during my childhood in Texas:
Y’all
= You All
Y’all’d
= You All Would
Y’all’d’ve
= You All Would Have
Y’all’d’ve’nt
= You All Would Have Not
Y’all’d’ve’nt’f’ld’ve’nt = You All Would Have Not If
I Would Have Not”

Dirty Dan & Pinhead Larry
Sophie Dyment
Did you know that purified water is both VEGAN
and GLUTEN-FREE?! I know, it’s WILD!
#stayHydratedFriends

ASk them if water is wet?
Tommy Kean
I’m in my fourth year of Engineering Physics and
Management. When I’m not reading or listening
to podcasts, you can catch me watching minecraft
videos, greys anatomy, and too many other shows
to name.

Tommy Siuda
just want to support local commerce by going to
pinks but also want some pizza man, so get the
boat off our field before mac n’ cheese gets
dust-ed and takes shots for us, may have dq’d but
ain’t no newb wallaby with some duck and goose,
Every Rule Turns Weak, so show some respect
and stay guacci

Yuvi Randhawa
Official vibe checker, certified in the department
of “hitting the woah”, and periodically observed
by the neighbourhood

The Redsuits
Abdullh Mohamed
Adam Wilton
Adam Zalzal
Adegbemiga Omowa
Adi Gelb
Ahmad Omar
Alessia Di Nardo
Alex Moica
Alex Whyard
Alexander Barovier
Alexie McDonald
Alisa Neang
Amy 'Houpeeni' Gullins
Andrew D'Elia
Angela Tollis
Anita Seyedan

The Reptiles
Annelise Garapick
Ansh Kuckreja
Arjun Snider
Ashley Wohl
Ayesha Khalid
Ben Cinq-Mars

Brian Osei-Boateng
Bridget Latka
Carl Castro
Carolyn Visser
Cassie Stothers
Cecilia Tran
Chaochen (Harry) Song
Christa Luckasavitch
Christina Negus
Christofer LaGrotta

*Clever Title*
Christos Liaconis
Clare Benson
Connor Gordon
Dameli Mambetalinova
Damilola Fadiya
Daniel Jabbour
Daniel Rubinstein
Daniel Soos
Danielle Liut
David Fields
David Yilmaz
Dima Mayassi
Edith Tukpeyi
Eleanor Gough
Elsa Bassi

Emilia Nietresta

Catch ‘em All
Emily Crowe
Emma Mandel
Emma Robinson
Emma Rogers
Eric Hillebrand
Erin-Leigh Yusek
Fabiola Gonzalez Rios
Garret Lacey
George Sinanios
Giselle Soares
Griffin McLean
Hannah Barovier
Hazem Elkhaiat
Isabel Castrillon
Isabelle Khan
Iyah Alideeb

BOTTOM TEXT
Jack Ducheck
Jack Flannery
Jackson Sholdice
Jacob Gordon

Jaiya Morphet
Jasmine Lewis
Jasmine Smith
Jeff Boluch
Jennifer Tsui
Johnson Qu

Jordan Bierbrier
Josh DiVito
Julee Minniti
Julian Simeonov

Justin Pascual
Karuka Khurana

More Commies
Kassandra Bot

Kate Seto
Keegan Amy
Kees van den Berg
Kelly de Chastelain Finnigan
Kenzie Lewis
Kerstin Leitzinger
Kierra McDougall
Kristine Uchendu
Kriya Patel
Kyle Fernandes
Landon Steenbakkers
Lauren St Hilaire
Liam Kamerman
Lucas McDonald
Mack Wallhouse

And they don’t stop
coming
Mackenzie Keeler
Madeline Thomson
Sky Bjel
Maria Koutlemanis
Matt Mione
Melina Ashali
Michelle Domagala-Tang
Minha Amir
Nardine Wasef
Nassim Terzout
Natalie Fossenier
Natalie Palma
Natalie Thai
Nicole Liut

Nicole Sutton
Nida Nasir

New redsuits who dis?
Nilsu Altin
Patrick Wojtera
Perla Yaghi
Quinlan Woods
Raveen Appuhamy
Razanne Habash
Riya Suthar
Ryan Deus
Saad Baig
Salma Abdelrahman
Sam Cymbaluk
Sam Thurston
Sami DiMauro
Samia Anwar
Samuel Matarazzo
Sapna Mathew

Masterball required
Sarah Bissola
Sarah Sohn
Seraj Singh

Skylar Wingfelder

Sophie Ciardullo
Anthony Rozario
Walter Siegmund
Yara Zein El Din
Yasmine Jolly
Yousuf Araim
Yuvraj Jain
Zachary Morris
Zachary Thorne

Now go through it again with the singalong version

https://youtu.be/xMk8wuw7nek

Important Contacts
Service

Name of
Contact

Other

Department Contacts

Engineering
Administration

University
Administration

Registrar’s Office

Email/Phone/Site
registrar.mcmaster.ca

Student Financial Aid/Scholarships

student.services@mcmaster.ca

Student Accounts & Cashiers

student.accounts@mcmaster.ca

University Tech Services

uts@mcmaster.ca

Student Success Centre

studentsuccess@mcmaster.ca

Student Wellness Centre

wellness@mcmaster.ca

Associate Dean’s Office

Steve Hranilovic

hranilovic@mcmaster.ca

First Year Advisor

Nathan
Butterworth

butterw@mcmaster.ca

Eng 1 Director

Andre Phillion

philliab@mcmaster.ca

Co-op & Career Services

engcar@mcmaster.ca

The Hub

thehub@mcmaster.ca

Chemical

chemeng@mcmaster.ca

Civil

cr_ugciv@mcmaster.ca

Computing & Software

Delcia Aguiar

Electrical & Computer

aguiad1@mcmaster.ca
ugadmin@mail.ece.mcmaster.
ca

Engineering Physics

Emma Trueman

truemaeh@mcmaster.ca

Materials

Chelsea Greogry

gregoc2@mcmaster.ca

Mechanical

Lily Sazz-Fayter

fayterl@mcmaster.ca

Eng & Society

Anna Sciascetti

sciasce@mcmaster.ca

Eng & Management

Anna Sciascetti

sciasce@mcmaster.ca

iBioMed

ibiomed@mcmaster.ca

EFRT (Emergency Response)

905-522-4135
or 88 on campus phone

McMaster Security
Services

905-522-4135
or 88 on campus phone

SACHA Sexual Assault
Centre

905-525-4162

Important Lecture Halls
1. John Hodgins Engineering (JHE)
11.
2. Gerald Hatch Centre(Hatch)
3. Engineering Technology Building (ETB)12.
4. Information Technology Building (ITB)
5. H.G. Thode Library
13.
6. Innovation Tower
14.
7. Burke Science Building (BSB)
15.
8. A.N. Bourns Science Building (ABB)
16.
9. Health Sciences Centre (HSC)
17.
10. L.R. Wilson (LRW)

Michael DeGroote Centre for
Learning (MDCL)
Peter George Center for
Learning/Living(PGCLL)
Building T13
Chester New Hall(CNH)
Togo Salmon Hall(TSH)
Kenneth Taylor Hall(KTH)
McMaster University Student
Centre (MUSC)
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Hamilton Hall
University Hall
Gilmour Hall
DeGroote School of Business (DSB)
David Braley Athletic Centre (DBAC)
Ivor Wynne Centre 1 (IWC1)
Ivor Wynne Centre 2 (IWC2)
Mills Memorial Library
General Science Building (GSB)
Nuclear Reactor
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Residences
12. Peter George Centre for
Learning and Living
37. Mary E. Keyes
38. Matthews Hall
39. Wallingford Hall
40. Moulton Hall
41. Bates
42. Edwards Hall
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Scholars Rd

26

28. Institutue for Applied Health
Sciences Building(IAHS)
29. Psychology Building
30. Communications Research Building
31. Life Sciences Building
32. The Pheonix
33. Biology Greenhouse
34. Building 34(T34)
35. Alumni Memorial Hall
36. Alumni House
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McKay Hall
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Les Prince Hall
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President

Alex Moica

president@macengsociety.ca

VP External

Damilola Fadiya

vp.external@macengsociety.ca

VP Academic

Andrew D’Elia

vp.academic@macengsociety.ca

VP Student Life

Erin-Leigh Yusek

vp.studentlife@macengsociety.ca

VP Communications

Terrel Marshall

vp.communications@macengsociety.ca

VP Finance

Emma Mandel

vp.finance@macengsociety.ca

AVP Clubs and Services

Jack Flannery

avp.clubs@macengsociety.ca

AVP Events

Carl Castro

avp.events@macengsociety.ca

AVP Academic Resources

Alexander Damjanovski

avp.ar@macengsociety.ca

Administrator

Isra Zahid

administrator@macengsociety.ca

Publication Editor

Hunter Ceranic

publications@macengsociety.ca

Hatch Coordinator

Patrick Wojtera

ghc@mcmaster.ca

Chemical

Salma Adbelrahman

chemical@macengsociety.ca

Civil

Liam Sykes

civil@macengsociety.ca

Electrical & Computer

Dzuigas Nausedas

ece@macengsociety.ca

Engineering Physics

Gillian Ford

physics@macengsociety.ca

Materials

Vaytiere Iglesias

materials@macengsociety.ca

Mechanical

Hazem Elkhaiat

mechanical@macengsociety.ca

Mechatronics

Stephen De jong

mechatronics@macengsociety.ca

B. Tech

George Sinanois

btech@macengsociety.ca

Computer Science

UwU

compsci@macengsociety.ca

Software

Yasmine Jolly

software@macengsociety.ca

Eng & Society

Hunter Ceranic

society@macengsociety.ca

Eng & Management

Sakshi Kirtani

management@macengsociety.ca

iBioMed

Sarah Sohn

i-biomed@macengsociety.ca

absolute legends

Name of
Contact

Department Reps

Service

koolest of kiddos

MES Contacts

Most Common Lecture Halls
(And why they’re subpar...)

Peter George Center for Learning/Living (PGCLL B138): The biggest
lecture hall just so happens to be in the biggest building. It’s also the
newest building… McMaster, are you compensating for something?
Wood AeSthEtIc, for people who like the look of wOod.
Innovation Tower (iBiomed Design Studio): I wish took gr 12 bio and had
a design studio feelsbad.. It’s like the 1st class section of an airplane,
way too much money was spent but there’s tons of leg room.
Engineering Technology Building (ETB) Any classroom on the 1st floor
is for tutorials. I once witnessed a girl spill an entire large coffee with 0
reactions (not even from the TA). That’s how meh these rooms are.
EPIC lab is also here for epic stress. Half the 3D printers will break,
approximately once every week. It smells like burnt plastic and badly
designed gear trains. I want to steal all the 3D printed pokemon shhhh.
Hamilton Hall (HH) The most glorious math help center is located in
the basement of this Hogwarts looking building, step inside where they
gutted the magic and gave it a “modern” vibe. I can promise at least 1 hot
TA present at all times (also at most 1).
L.R. Wilson (LRW B1007) YAY! for actual desk space, AC and cool
lighting. BOO! for being located in an arts quad cause it’s far.
Michael DeGroote Centre for Learning (MDCL 1305) Big, real big. Wide,
real wide. “That’s what” - She.
A.N. Bourns Science Building (ABB)1st year Chem Labs are here. Follow
the trail of lost looking students in lab coats to find em. Pro tip: after first
year lab coats are useless, save yourself the money or buy one to double
as a halloween costume. Hot chemist?
John Hodgins Engineering (JHE 376) Both the staircases in JHE will
take you there. Just walk up, then continue vertically, your class is on the
third floor. Stairs suck.
Health Sciences Centre (HSC 1A1) Sometimes random hospital codes
get announced on a loudspeaker so thats fun? If the prof writes on the
blackboard DO NOT sit further than 10 rows back.
Burke Science Building (BSB 147) I’m convinced that there is only one
outlet in this entire massive room. MAKE SURE YOU CHARGE YOUR
LAPTOP.

CHAMBERS OF LEARNING
Togo Salmon Hall (TSH 120): There’s no Togas or Salmons here, what
the heck is this false advertising. I demand an answer McMaster!!!
Chester New Hall (CNH 104): For one of the larger lecture halls it’s
entrance is really cramped and… yeah I got nothing, there is nothing
special about this room.
Information Technology Building (ITB 137):NO AC, sitting in this room
for more than 30 minutes feels like sitting in a greenhouse. Either fix the
cooling system or throw some exotic plants in here, I’m chill with either.
THE EXAM GAUNTLET
David Braley Athletic Centre (DBAC): get destroyed by your physics
exam in here and vow never to go to the gym again. Realize you’re really
out of shape and decide getting swole > getting sad.
Ivor Wynne Centre 1 (IWC1): Don’t get it confused with its twin brother.
Ivor Wynne Centre 2 (IWC2): Twin brother, both of them smell like
chlorine (McMaster pools are here) neither of them smell like success.
Professor: *swears*
Every freshman in the lecture hall:
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the raw power of

hatch

cool buildings dont look at explosions that’s just facts
Hatch. The only building on campus synonymous with POWER (definitely not
the Nuclear Reactor, no power there smh, how could you even say that). “How,
pray tell, is this building so POWERFUL?”, you may be asking yourself. Well, let
me show you. You walk in on the 1st floor, and boom, right in front of you is Le
Drain, where you can get your swag, your event tickets, and your other things,
what a POWERFUL one-stop shop. And let’s not mention the Bay Space where
the POWERFUL technical clubs get to store/work on their projects, or the POWERFUL Student Machine Shop (no we don’t have a machine that makes students
or a machine made of students) where there is machines for student projects.
The engineering lounge is also located on this floor, now that’s what I call POWERFUL. The 2nd floor emanates POWER. We have the very POWERFUL sounding
Junction, which is where students can congregate and socialize, and POWERFUL events like industry nights and info sessions happen. Around the 2nd floor
there are study rooms which Engineering students can rent, a very POWERFUL
resource, not to mention the Project Lockers along the back wall which are so
POWERFUL they can hold even the most POWERFUL student projects. The source
of all POWER, the MES Office H202 is also located on this floor. Let’s move on
to the 3rd floor, where we have both the Academic Advisors and the Co-op and
Career Services Office for very POWERFUL and easy student access. To top it off
Hatch was named after our Mac Eng sponsorship polysaccharide parent Gerald
Hatch him-self, a man who embodies the very definition of POWER. Now that you
understand the raw POWER that is The Hatch, go forth, enter its domain and allow
the POWER to flow through you.

H.G. Thode (pronounced Th-owed) Library of Science and
Engineering is your home away from home at McMaster. Yes,
there are other awesome places to study on campus but none
compare to Thode.
Stuck on a Math assignment question? Walk up to anyone who
looks dead inside (they’re most likely an upper year) and they’ll
glance up, nod their head because calculus can be a pain in the
butt and then lead you down the path of enlightenment.
People help people at Thode.
Getting ready for a physics midterm, and you can’t figure out an
old test question from 2006 because there’s no solution guide?
Look around, half the tables on the first floor are other first years
doing the same exact practice test. Strike up a convo and bond
over the fact that sometimes you wish Fnet could just always be 0.
People make friends at Thode.
Just finished a lab hungry for some food and leisure but know
you have to study later? Not only does Thode offer the delightful
Reactor Cafe (open late!) there is also a plethora of comfy
couches to take advantage of for a relaxing break.
People get fed and leisured at Thode.
Some students on campus will tell you Thode library sucks or that
it’s overrated. The only explanation I have is that these people
have either never been to Thode or they’re lying so that you won’t
inevitably steal their ideal spot.

rare sighting of 2 eng students
before mental breakdown in thode

Thode Library:
Floor By Floor
1st Floor (My personal favorite): The best of both worlds: silent single
person cubicles around the perimeter (the graffiti in them is super cool)
and large tables throughout for productive (or not) group work. Plugs
rain from the ceiling like a torrential downpour so there isn’t a dead
laptop in sight and the cafe is on this floor so your stomach can be fully
charged as well. Simply an oasis on campus. https://tinyurl.com/thode1
2nd floor: Much rowdier than 1st floor which is ironic because this is
supposed to be the “conversational floor,” however it should be called
the Saturdays are for the Boys floor. Some people absolutely adore this
vibe though and honestly I can’t blame them, the action of the second
floor is always amusing. https://tinyurl.com/thode2
3rd floor: VIP Only (where VIP stands for Very iSci Persons). Every room
is locked, oNlY for iNtEgRaTed ScieNcE, however there are some public
access comfy couches if you need to call your mom. The best thing
about the 3rd floor is the washrooms: always empty (fun fact: iSci kids
don’t poop) and always clean. Don’t know why I’ve revealed this glorious
secret to 1500 firsties but you can thank me later.
Basement: People who actually get work done study in the basement,
30% of the people you see down here have a perfect 12 average (they
also haven’t spoken to anyone in 2 years, but that’s a sacrifice they’re
willing to make). In stark contrast, the study rooms (which you can book
online) are chaotic and the smart kids will yell at you glare at you in
disapproval for breaking their focus.
Makerspace (Located in the basement): Ever wanted to make
something? Well you can do that here! :) Imagine the craft station in
kindergarten class but with a paid club penguin membership and a
massive budget. 3-D printers, soldering irons, a million different tools, a
laser cutter and more!!

Mac Food Review

Price meter:
$<5
$$ 5 < x < 10
$$$ 10 < x < 15
$$$$ rich people
food

1. Bistro

$$$ Mary keyes
“Have your little sit down squad family dinners here. It’s like the vibe of
a Swiss Chalet except infested with students and no one is serving you.
Instead, you get a little vibrator which buzzes when your food is ready and
you go pick it up. IT WILL NEVER NOT SCARE YOU. The chicken and waffles
will change your life.
” La Piazza
2.

$$ MUSC (Student center)
“The Naruto to Centro’s Sasuke. It has Pizza Pizza, Teriyaki Express, and no
cockroaches to our knowledge. Odd’s are if you’re feeling hungry, but you
don’t know what you want, you’ll find it here. That being said there’s a 80%
chance you’ll either run into a line-up or someone you know here so don’t go
in looking for a quick snack”
”3. MoMac
$$ IAHS
“Your own. Personal. Pizza. Pizza to answer your prayers, pizza that cares.
The pizza, which comes in a variety of flavours, is by far the highlight of this
cafe.”

4. Willy Dog

$ Right outside MUSC
“Why does McMaster have a cute little hotdog cart right outside MUSC? Trust
me, you’ll understand when you haven’t eaten all day and have 10 mins
between classes to grab a sausage and run. Unlimited toppings included for
freeee.”

5. Bridges

$$ Near The Phoenix
“Not a single bridge within the establishment, as a civil student I’m very
disappointed. However as a vegan or vegetarian student, you will be thrilled
to know that Bridges has no MEAT. The vibe is super cute too, lots of coffee
houses happen here.”

6. Mini Mac

$$ Mary Keyes
“Currently called bistro2go but that’s a weird name. They have a Tim’s,
they have chicken fingers and fries, and they stay open late. Not much else
is needed tbh. Be warned though, touch any of the full size candy/chips
and it will cost you 10$+ whack”

Flavour Sold Separately

7. Union Market

$ MUSC First floor
“Doesn’t take meal plan so residence kids avoid it like the plague. Off-Campus
students and us upper-years swear by it. THE CHEAPEST COFFEE ON CAMPUS.”

8. Fireball Cafe

$ JHE lobby
“I guess people think engineering students don’t like food because this place
closes at 3pm. COULD BE THE GOAT… if it actually stayed open. Pro tip: sit in
JHE lobby at around 2:45pm the staff might start giving out leftover pastries”

9. The Phoenix

$$$$ Near Bridges
“Only place on campus that offers a real restaurant experience, also a place
you will never go unless someone invites you because they also never went.”

10. ETB Cafe

$$ ETB duh
“Booster Juice + Regular Cafe. But realistically it’s just a Booster Juice. It
should really make up its mind about what it is. Great for breakfast smoothies
before a lab or tutorial.”

11. TwelveEighty

$$$$ Basement of MUSC
“It’s a student run bar and grill. About what you’d expect. Sometimes they
hold Meet the Profs nights here, where you can get free nachos and wings,
which is nice.”

12. PGCLL Food

$$$ The residence you wanted to get
“I’m old so I’ve only eaten here once. SALADS. Imagine the spongebob episode
where Pearl turns the Krusty Krab into the Kuddly Krab… same vibes.”

13. Centro

$$ North Quad
“I can't believe there's [REDACTED]! So why is it still open? Waffles on
Weekends”
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Bone App the teeth
Ode to Bistro’s Chicken & Waffles:

I can not emphasize enough how life-changing this restaurant is for me. When I walk through
the doors, I say those fateful words: “Chicken and Waffles, please”, and at that moment, I
know my world will be changed forever.
I begin to walk to an open table, but alas, I am stopped in my tracks! A voice behind me, calling me back. Sweating nervously, I turn around and see the lady at the front glaring at me.
“What will be your two sides?”
Sides? I get sides with this order? But my excitement quickly drained from me as I remember
that I don’t have any money for sides.
“I apologize, madam, for I cannot spare the coin”
“No, it’s included in the price”
I am frozen in my spot, unable to fathom the boundless generosity that has just befallen
me. When I finally regain my composure, I muster out the words “Fries and Salad” then
turn around to meet my inevitable fate once more. I begin to make my way to a table, but I
remember that I haven’t ordered a drink! Trembling, I start to turn around again, but my eyes
lock onto a sign that reads:
DON’T LEAVE DIRTY GLASSES HERE
Dirty glasses? My mind begins to race and I am quickly overwhelmed with the possibilities.
What are the ‘glasses’ this message refers to? Am I the glass? Am I tainted, and unworthy of
this pilgrimage?
I learned quickly, however, that the ‘glass’ in question is not only a manifestation of my soul,
but also a cup of water. As the glass fills, I feel my sorrow wash away. I sit down, I wait, only
to be startled by a vibration. I glance down at the table, the black coaster the lady gave me
begins to light up in a glorious display of dazzling colors and life.
I rise to my feet, and begin the fateful trek towards the pearly gates of heaven that is the
counter. There it stood in front of me: the fabled Chicken and Waffles, a bastion of all that is
holy, the fruition of all my hopes and dreams. My hand shakes as I lift the plate off the counter, and begin to walk towards my table. I take my seat, and lift a small piece of chicken into
my mouth, salivating, yearning.
Euphoria.
My taste buds explode into a frenzy of flavours and texture. I place a fry into my mouth, and
begin to feel my soul leave my body as I ascend out of reality, and gaze upon the world with a
new set of eyes.I feel a warmth; a hand on my shoulder.
It’s Guy Fieri.
He has a calming presence, and I feel all my worries rinse away. He gives me a nod, and my
spirit transcends once more to the next dimension. After observing the forces of the universe
work together in a beautiful dance of life and death, I realize my purpose in this world, and
decide to return to the mortal plane.
I will forever be a changed man from that fateful day, when I ventured there.
That restaurant. That place of my salvation.
East meets West Bistro

Off campus food review
Price meter:
$<5
$$ 5 < x < 10
$$$ 10 < x < 15
$$$$ rich people
food

1. Pinks
$$$ Main St
“When someone asks you anything about Pink’s just reply: Hamborger. If that
doesn’t satisfy them then they are off my kool kidz list, and that’s not sicko
mode. Pink’s is a designer burger palace and I will not tolerate any slander
against it. Gets DUSTED (see glossary) very easily.”

2. Basilique

$$ Westdale
“Sounds like the HUGE snake from hARRY pOTTER but it’s actually a really
great off campus meal plan option. They deliver to your res for free and
their BBQ chicken pizza saved my life. Did I mention it closes at 3am?”

3. CoCo’s/Chatime

$$ Main St/ Student Center
“I will go into debt because of my bubble tea addiction. IMO both places are
really good but diehard fans will say otherwise. Choose your allegiance and get
ready to fight to the death against stans. (Coco’s actually has discounts and
specials though that’s all I’m saying.)”

4. Quik Chik

$$ Main St
“It got bamboozled last year, which probably won’t happen again, hopefully.
May-be. Anyways it’s effectively a knock-off Popeyes but, honestly it’s a dang
good knock-off Popeyes. Oh yeah, if you didn’t know they sell chicken quickly.”

5. William’s

$$$ Main St/ Health Science center
“There were once 3 Williams scattered through the land’s of McMaster, but
alas, when people started pointing out the two William’s in HSL were just a
staircase away from each other this was deemed strange. Now there are but
2 William’s, 5 mins walking from each other.”

MES Canada day

This is a day put on by the MES to celebrate our nation’s pride during the
academic year cause no one is trying to celebrate in July... our brains are off by
then. What better time to celebrate than in midst of a frigid, freezing cold
January; the heart of winter. How else are we going to prove we’re true
Canadians? Canada DayTM offers a variety of Canadian cuisine such as pancake
and maple syrup, Canadian bacon, and poutine (jk that’s super expensive but the
other 2 are there)! So if you love to celebrate our nation’s pride as much as we
do, definitely check this out!

Our National Anthem (MacENG edition)

O canada our home and native land,
True patriot hearts in all our sons command,
With glowing hearts we see thee rise,
The True North strong and free! SO FREE!
From far and wide, O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.
EN FRANCAIS!!!
Et ta valeur, de foi trempée,
Protégera nos foyers et nos droits x2
GO LEAFS GO!!!! GO LEAF GO!!!
GO *INSERT CANADIAN SPORTS TEAM* GO!!!

What the heck is this symbol
i KEEP seeING everywhere?
The Fireball Origin story
“The fireball is the official symbol of McMaster Engineering. It historically
comes from the coat of arms of Hamilton College. McMaster’s Faculty of
Engineering emerged from Hamilton College in 1958 and hence adopted
a red fireball as its own emblem in 1960. The fireball symbol is widely
used by both the faculty and students to represent everything from
culture, to excellence in research and innovation, as well as the energy
that cuts across science and engineering.” - Wikipedia
At first glance you might say to yourself “Man that’s kind of peculiar” but
trust me just like body hair (no matter how much you wax it off) it will
grow on you. Pretty soon every t-shirt, water bottle, and hat will bear this
unique symbol, so you can prove to every other student that you do in
fact study engineering. Embrace it, join us, JONAS, join us, JOIN US!
fireball = Burnin’ Up= Conspiracy confirmed

pancake rhymes
with mistake

HEADLESS TITBIRD
The Legend

Taking a walk through the Arts Quad you might notice
a large podium that kind of looks like an obelisk.
Now why would the artsie’s put that there? Well in
fact, there was once a titbird on the nest. The statue
stood in the arts quad for twenty years. According
to E. Togo Salmon, Vice-President of Arts, McMaster
selected the statue and location because the statue’s
“mythic content would make it a most appropriate
centre of interest in that part of our campus devoted to
humanistic studies”.
The statue suffered through the rough Canadian
climate for years, and eventually began to rust
and deteriorate. As usual, the Engineers came to
the rescue. They embraced the statue’s beauty.
Its rigid material, full butt welds, all of it! They kept
the statue protected from the elements with
spectacular costumes, making sure to always adorn it
with Mac Eng stickers, in case it was nippy.
Unfortunately it mysteriously disappeared in March of
1982. Although likely a certain faculty’s heroes *cough
cough* stole it and hid it somewhere no one could find
it. However… ALL IS NOT LOST!
When the ridiculously expensive ETB opened its doors
20 years after disappearing, there she was. This
1000kg steel sculpture was sitting on the second floor
right by a window facing Main Street. Once an arts
quad display, now a proud addition to Mac Eng Culture
put up for everyone to observe once more. It’s still a
mystery to this day. Who stole it? Where did they hide
it???? None the less, it will forever be a Legen... wait for
it DAIRY piece of history!

+

-

=

Lake McMaster
Ahoy maties! Welcome to the larrrrgest body of water on this side of
campus, ye olde Lake McMaster. This pristine lake has its fair share of
pleasurable pastimes including (but not limited too): swimming, surfing,
wakeboarding, canoeing, kayaking, fishing and pirating. It’s fun for the
whole family (and big enough for it too!). Unfortunately the view of this
beautiful lagoon is only available during the prime months of February
to April (and potentially October to November if yer lucky), but those are
coincidentally also the peak months for the above activities!
So as the snow starts to
melt and Lake McMaster
comes to form make sure
you and your friends grab
your swimsuits, your eyepatches and your squirt
guns and be ready to turn
the JHE field into your very
own pirate’s cove. With
its abundance of marine
biology and the sheer
amount of plunder to be
had you’ll never run into
a boring moment! Forget
your midterm fail, and set
sail!

https://youtu.be/ODV-GX5DAcE
https://youtu.be/lQV5jBkkQjo

*Disclaimer*: Occasionally
the civil students are
known to build bridges to
walk across this gorgeous
inland sea… I know
buzzkills, amirite? That
being said, just use the
bridge as a dock for your
ship instead!

The Civil Structure
For a long time its existence was merely a fable. Only those brave enough to
venture into the depths of the ADL (down the treacherous mountain across
Mary Keyes) and make it back alive were able to profess the structure’s life
remained intact.
Years went on in darkness, the campus slowly lost its civility and fell deeper
into anarchy. No one could learn about the different types of steel members,
their connections or even witness their beauty. Every structure lived in fear
that it too would be cast into the shadows.
Three generations of MES presidents were a part of its return: Michael
Meier (17’), Liam McDermott (18’) & Melissa Cusack (19’) went down in
history as Civil-ian heroes. What started as a meek petition grew to become
a revolution*. As a civil student myself, this beautiful story brings a tear to
my eye :’). If you love a happy ending, check out the weird parkour course
right in front of the Hatch Centre, a proud symbol of Mac Eng History.
*Disclaimer:
Everything was
very civilized, and
the faculty was
a huge help in
ensuring the civil
structure came
back bigger and
hotter (cause they
painted it, it was
yellow before)
than ever.
Photo creds (insta):
Arjun @fujiyama
Max @maxyuguan

rule of three
You may have heard of this rule many many times during welcome week,
and you might be wondering where on Earth it comes from. Well I have no
idea. Neither does anybody else. But it’s hella fun and it’s hype that Mac
Campus cheers are said twice, but thrice when Mac Eng is around. Rule of
three is around because rule of three is around. So just know, rule of three.
You may have heard of this rule many many times during welcome week, and you might be wondering
where on earth it comes from. Well I have no idea. Neither does anybody else. But it’s hella fun and
it’s hype that Mac Campus cheers are said twice but thrice when Mac Eng is around. Rule of three is
around because rule of three is around. So just know, rule of three.
You may have heard of this rule many many times during welcome week, and you might be wondering where on earth it comes
from. Well I have no idea. Neither does anybody else. But it’s hella fun and it’s hype that Mac Campus cheers are said twice but
thrice when Mac Eng is around. Rule of three is around because rule of three is around. So just know, rule of three.

pi day... no that’s not a
splelling mistake
3.14159265358979323846264338327950288419716939937510 = 3.
A day to celebrate approximatley 3, and how thankful Engineers are to
not have to keep all those useless decimal places.

Academic flush
As much as we love doing CAPA and integrals all day, Culture
Committee’s Academic Flush is the perfect opportunity for you to FLUSH
your academics down the toilet and unwind with some games and some
fReE foOd.

wHY old Farts SAY 4-7 YEARS
Starting with what went wrong and why do we put ourselves through more
time than we have too? -- Oh wait, that’s not the question… my bad. Let’s
do the math shall we:
4 Years: 0.01% of McMaster students graduate in the initially anticipated 4
year period. (fake statistic). 0.01% of McMaster students are also robots
or peeps who are too smart for this planet. They treat Uni like highschool
2.0. “I’m in and out and then I can go work until I’m 65”- person
4+0.5 Years: Shout out to all the B.Tech students reading this, Eng/
iBiomed/Compsci are sleeping on you. Y’all have the coop terms weaved
into your schedule and all your stuff together right off the bat. WHAT A
FLEX.
4+1 Years: Unless you are the absolute G.O.A.T. and manage to do 3
summer co-ops (4 months each) that 12 month coop requirement is going
to add a year to your program == 5 years
5 Years: Maybe you say screw it, a year of co-op ain’t a flex but you decide
the Management (if econ is bae) or Society (if essays are bae) programs
are your jive. Maybe you decided from the beginning and are chilling in
iBioMed, welp once again you’re looking at the extra year.
5+1 Years: Oh so you want the co-op accreditation and a cool 5 year
specialty program (I’m looking at you iBioMed). I mean great work get your
resume boosters honeyyy! <3
BONUS YEAR ON TOP (+1): Stoof happens, don’t let it define you. Everyone
wishes they had an extra lap in Mario Kart when they get blue shelled right
at the end. You got this <3.

commerce
The feud between Engineers
and Commies is a tale as old
as time. For years, engineers
have been taking econ ( both
micro and macro) in the hopes
of securing the only 12 we will
probably get in first year (jokes
on me because I took French

and it was NOT fun). We flood the classroom in our non business formal attire
(PSA: commerce students dress NICE) and realize just how severely
underprepared we are because we have never taken a business class in our
lives. It doesn’t help that with the Engineering and Management program
(where you’re eligible for an accelerated MBA) many Eng kids take a ton of core
Commerce courses. Commerce does not appreciate us stepping in on their
turf...which is understandable.
Instead of fighting back (in the past, the battles have been gruesome), we at
Mac Eng have recently adopted the idea of wanting to become best friends with
the Faculty of Business. We’ve chosen to celebrate Commerce culture, in hopes
they will love us back. Redsuits have adopted the Commerce cheer, singing it 3
times rather than 2 because obviously rule of three. At every chance we get,
Engineering students pump our fists in the air as a tribute to the faculty who
loathes us.
We look forward to a brighter future where Engineers and Commies can walk
hand in hand.

COMMIE CHEER

I am an M, I am an M A, I am an
M A C C O M M I E. And in my
quest to be the best I will not
sleep I will not snooze!
COMMIES ALWAYS WIN & WE
WILL NEVER EVER LOSE!
FIST! FIST! FIST! FIST!

NURSES

That one time, at the height of the Eng-Commie feud
after that one fated battle, Engineer casualties were
devastating. It was said the entire faculty despaired
for they thought the war was lost. But, to the East,
they saw a light that shined through the darkness:
The Nurses. The Nurses came to our aid to show
us the caring and compassion we lacked and yet so
desperately needed. They say this was the day the
phrase, “WE LOVE NURSES,” was created.
Truly the nurses are the yin to the engineers yang.
Our strengths in calculations, rationalizing, problem-solving and calculations, are complemented by
their strengths of talking, listening, understanding
and actually having social skills. Their 70:30 split of
females to males (not an actual statistic) directly
corresponds to our 70:30 split of males to females
(again not a real stat). In every sense of the word,
they COMPLETE us.

nurses
literally heal
your pokemon,
there is
no greater
kindness

It is not any coincidence that, due to this convergence of worlds, people often hear about Engineers
and Nurses becoming romantically involved. Those
who do are often enshrined in engineer lore as: “the
chosen ones,” the ones who carry on the tradition
passed on from that battle long ago.

Eng <3 nurses
cheer

Hey Eng! Who do we love?
Nurses! X2 How much? A lot,
cause Nurses call the shots
They’re cool, they’re smart,
they can fix a broken heart.
They’re patient with patients,
exceed expectations.
They’re rough and tough don’t
call their bluff.
Been by our side, they’re ride or
die, Go Nurses! Go Nurses! Go!
RED & YELLOW. RED &
YELLOW.
Go Nurses! Go Nurses! Go!

Ode to the
Cloaks of Solo-inity

When
campus weather gets colder
Humans grow out our body hair and look older
Also sometimes when a cliff erodes we spot a falling boulder
faculty attire gets much much bolder (boulder rhymes with bolder)
campus is cold but some people still dress to impress
How do these students do it? They actually have time to not look like a mess
Engineers look like trash from October to April cause we’re stressed
Fluid mechanics tells us stuff on ice does not float
Usually wintertime, lake McMaster freezes over, so we remove our boats
Commonly to prevent hypothermia, we pull out our coats
Cause if our fingers turned cold, we simply could not take notes
Super bad, a movie about losing your v-card, stars Michael Cera
He was born in Brampton not
capital of Australia, which is Canberra
I sometimes see National geographic being filmed in
Sahara
day I see Michael cera in an engineering leather jacket begins a new era
I cannot stress how cool and single-like these leather jackets make you appear
Maybe worth
investment to have everyone see you’re an almost engineer
Anyway leather jackets are an engineering school staple
People on campus started to call them cloaks of solo-inity to mess with us
Only to their dismay we loved
meme so no fuss
Everyone go buy a jacket if you can afford it,
functionality is a plus
They really do make my trash exam season appearance 420% less sus

Lord of the Iron Ring

One fateful day, 100 years ago in the land of Middle-Canada, a bridge
made by the engineers of man fell causing catastrophe. Lord H. E. T.
Haultain, regretting the disaster, took the metal from that bridge and cast
it into the fires of the Fireball. Emerging from the flame was a ring with
the power to bind the engineers to a code of ethics for all eternity so that
none such disaster could ever happen again. A wizard named Rudyard
Kipling sealed this ring with a magical poem, words written in an ancient
language repeated only in the Ritual of the Calling of an Engineer. Other
faculties may receive rings upon graduation, but there can only be

One Ring to rule them all, One Ring to
find them, One Ring to bring them all,
And in the darkness bind them. Also
there’s a clock in MUSC and it looks like
an iron ring, pretty cool.

CRACKERS
During every first year exam within the Faculty of Engineering,
Redsuits wait outside test rooms handing out words of
encouragement and a special surprise. The surprise in this case
is saltine crackers. But why? Why crackers? What is the meaning
behind this offering sent by the gods!?!?
The Mac Eng cracker handout is a tradition dating back to before
you or even I was born. The cracker tradition is based on the
fact that soda crackers can help calm an upset stomach. Upset
stomachs can be caused by a number of things: overeating, food
poisoning, or even stress. Maybe the Redsuits think first years
simply aren’t eating right and want to prevent you from vomiting
up the Doritos and mountain dew you just had (#mlg). However
really it’s a symbolic gesture to say without words we understand
that you’re stressed but know that you can do this. Relax both
your mind and your stomach before crushing that exam!

A quick lesson in
thermodynamics
As we all know, it takes one calorie to heat 1 gram of water by 1 degree
centigrade. Translated into meaningful terms, this means that if you eat
a very cold dessert (generally consisting mostly of water), the natural
processes which raise the consumed dessert to body temperature during
the digestive cycle literally sucks the calories out of the only available
source, your body fat.
For example, a dessert served and eaten at near 0° C will, in a short time,
be raised to the normal body temperature of 37°C. For each gram of
dessert eaten, that process takes approximately 37 calories, as stated
above. The average dessert portion is 6 oz, or 168 grams. Therefore, by
operation of thermodynamic law, 6216 calories are extracted from body fat
as the dessert’s temperature is normalized.
Allowing for the 1200 latent calories in the dessert, the net calorie loss is
approximately 5000 calories. Obviously, the more cold dessert you eat, the
better off you are and the faster you will lose weight, if that is your goal.
This process works equally well when drinking very cold ale in frosted
glasses. Each ounce of ale contains 16 latent calories, but extracts 1036
calories in the temperature normalizing process. Thus, the net calorie loss
per ounce of ale is 1020 calories. It doesn’t take an Engineering Physicist to
figure out that 12240 calories are extracted from the body in the process of
drinking an ice-cold can of ale.
Frozen desserts, like ice cream, are even more beneficial, since it takes 83
calories per gram to melt them, and an additional 37 calories per gram to
raise them to body temperature. The results here are really remarkable, and
it beats running for sure.
Unfortunately, for those who eat pizza as an excuse to drink ale, pizza
(loaded with latent calories and often served above body temperature)
induces an opposite effect. But, thankfully, as the astute reader should
have already reasoned, the obvious solution is to drink a lot of ale with
pizza and follow up immediately with large bowls of ice cream.

*The ale in question is
obviously assumed to be of
Ginger variety (ex. Canada Dry)

Don’t be an
a** hole

An engineer’s guide to
arts students
You might have heard of them. You might have had a conversation with
them. You might even be in love with one. To first begin to understand
the “Artsie” we must understand what the word itself means. Word on
the ______
street campus is that it is a term of endearment for arts students.

Artsie comes from two Latin words: art (which means science is meh)
and sie (which means to respond to “how are you?” with “I’m well” rather
than “I’m good”).
The Artsie- in their natural habitat- is found in one of the following
locations: Main and Emerson Starbucks, Arts Quad (a known labyrinth
for STEM kids), trivia nights at 1280 (we don’t go cause it’s hard to
remember stuff other than formulas) or genuinely anywhere on campus
they choose to go (even eng buildings!). They are easily spotted by their
fashionable clothing and lack of sweatpants.
Many times we see Engineers dating artsies, the thing about opposites
attracting is a fundamental physics principle which applies to both
magnets and student couples. Where an Arts student excels in writing
words in a way that sounds nice and good, Engineers cannot even spell
most words (thank goodness for spell check). However although these
relationships seem great at first usually within a triad of solar periods,
you’ll recognize your dearth of compatibility with your paramour, and
conclude your association. If you can’t understand the previous
sentence, read more literature before you try to make it work with an
Artsie.
If you wish to avoid arts students because
you think EnGiNeErS RuLe tHe WoRlD or
ArTs SuCks:
1. Grow up.
2. Follow these simple steps*:
-Don’t shower
-Don’t wash your shirts
-Don’t brush your teeth
-Buy light up sketchers (actually these are
cool who am I kidding)
*Warning following these steps might
scare every student away, but hey every
student includes Arts students so mission accomplished?

Engineering physics
msu presidential candidate

Engineering students value the amazing work that the McMaster Students Union
does, however, we feel highly underrepresented. There are barely any engineering
students on the council, much less serving as the face of the student body.
Nevertheless we still like to put our best foot forward (our left foot) year after
year and present one of our brightest students from the Engineering Physics
department to run for presidency. The result is a glorious campaign. Here is only
a taste of my favorite platform points from previous candidates:
Hydration: Some water fountains just don’t cut it. Bad water pressure, weird
taste, or, worst of all – warm. These miscreants need to be taught a lesson. We
propose putting up a bulletin board shaming the worst offenders so that other
water fountains learn to toe the line – or else.
Solar Panels:Solar energy is great, and we already use it on several
of our buildings on campus. We propose taking this idea further and combining
the efficiency of human-made solar panels with the height of trees. That’s right:
we’re going to put the panels on top of trees. This will result in a marked increase
in solar efficiency compared with putting them underneath trees.
Personal expression: Sometimes, personal expression comes into conflict with
maintaining the delicate illusion that nobody disagrees with you on important
issues. To combat this, we propose ranking the expression freedom from zone 1
(no troublesome speech, no foul words, no politics, conversational tone of voice)
all the way to zone 5 (swearing only, no compassion allowed, must scream).
Zone 1: All even room numbers
Zone 2: All open areas, courtyards, corridors, and public spaces
Zone 3: All odd room numbers
Zone 4: All prime-numbered rooms on campus
Zone 5: All room numbers that are multiples of 9

cheers

Let’s gather ‘round the campfire and
sing the campfire song...
WHO ARE WE!!?!?!??!?

Who are we? ENGINEERS!
Who? COMPSCI!
Who? BTECH!
Who? IBIO!
And what do we do? WE SERVE THE
WORLD!!!
How much of it? ALL OF IT!!!!
Why? TO LEAD THE BLIND
Why? TO SAVE MANKIND
Why? WE DON’T KNOW
Why? WE’RE ENGINEERS

Ode to WP

Strong as steel, bright as light
Wonder Plumber, what a sight! And
what a sight she is... Wonder
Plumber is the shnit!

Ode to SP

Super Plumber, he’s our man
Hero of our nation
Super genius, super nuts, super
procrastination
Super Plumber, he’s our man
He is our salvation
He drinks beer from bar to bar
Enjoys communication

Engineering Oath
We are the willing
Led by the unknowing
Doing the impossible
For the ungrateful

And we have been doing so much
With so little
For so long
That we are now qualified
To do anything with nothing

godiva’s hymn

The hot naked chick that took her horse down the
old town road

Lady Godiva was an 11th century badass noblewoman who, according
to legend, rode naked through the streets of Coventry in order to gain
a remission of the oppressive taxation imposed by her husband on his
tenants. It’s a story about never giving up, being creative, and working for
the common good. A little nudity never hurt anyone either.
Godiva was a lady, who through Coventry did ride,
To show to all the villagers her lovely lily-white hide;
The most observant man of all, an Engineer of course,
Was the only one who noticed that Godiva rode a horse.
We are, we are, we are, we are, we are the Engineers.
We can, we can, we can, we can demolish forty beers.
So come, so come, so come, so come, so come along with us,
For we don’t give a damn for any old man who don’t give a damn for us.
“I’ve come a long, long way” she said “and I would go as far,
With the man who takes me from this horse and leads me to a bar.”
The men who took her from her steed and stood her to a beer,
Were a blurry-eyed surveyor and a drunken Engineer.
My father was a miner from the Northern Malamute,
My mother was a mistress from a house of ill-repute.
They kicked me out at an early age for drinking’ all their beer,
Saying “To McMaster, you son-of-a-gun, to be an Engineer!”
The army and the navy boys set out to have some fun,
Down at the tavern where the fiery liquids run,
But all they found were empties for the Engineers had come,
And traded all their instruments for gallon jugs of rum.
Sir Francis Drake and all his ships set out for Calais Bay,
They heard the Spanish Rum fleet was headed out that way,
But the Engineers had beat them by a night and half a day,
And though as drunk as hooligans, you still could hear them say;

An artsie and an Engineer once found a gallon can,
Said the artsie to the Engineer “Outdrink me if you can.”
The artsie had three drinks and died, his face was turning green,
But the Engineer kept going, it was only gasoline.
A maiden and an Engineer were sitting in a park,
The Engineer was busy doing research after dark,
The scientific method was a marvel to observe;
While his right hand wrote the figures, his left hand traced the curves.
On reading Kuma Sutra, they tried Position Nine,
For proving masculinity, it truly was divine,
But the woman soon grew tired and she threw him on his rear,
For he was just an artsie and she an Engineer.
Venus is a statue made entirely of stone,
There’s not a fig leaf on her, she’s as naked as a bone.
On noticing her arms were broke, an Engineer discoursed;
“She’s a busted hunk of concrete and she should be reinforced.”
My mother peddles opium, my father’s on the dole,
My sister used to walk the streets, but now she’s on parole.
My brother owns a restaurant with bedrooms in the rear,
But they won’t even talk to me, ‘cause I’m an Engineer!
So now you’ve heard our story and you know we’re Engineers.
We love to love each other and we love to drink our beers,
We drink to everyone we see who comes from far and near,
‘Cause we’re a HELL-OF-A, HELL-OF-A, HELL-OF-A, HELL-OF-A, HELL-OFAN- ENGINEER!!!

clubs and teams
Sports (or almost sports)
MacEng Hockey Club | macenghockey@gmail.com
The McMaster Engineering Hockey Club is a student-run group whose
goal is to provide students with a fun, safe, and welcoming environment
to participate in hockey. In addition to running shinny throughout the year,
we organize hockey teams open to all members of Engineering, iBioMed,
B.Tech, and Computer Science, to play in McMaster’s Intramural Hockey
League.
Concrete Toboggan | maceng.concrete@gmail.com
The McMaster Engineering Concrete Toboggan Team (MECTT), we compete at the annual Great Northern Concrete Toboggan Race against 500+
other engineering students from across Canada. MECTT loves involving all
streams of engineering students. Students use their knowledge to create a
300lb, 5-person sled that runs on concrete skis with a superstructure, steering, and braking system.

clubs and teams
robot teams
Sumobots | cr_sbot@mcmaster.ca
Think sumo wrestlers - but robots! The last robot in the ring wins.
Sumobots is a great opportunity to learn some skills in electronics,
coding, and teamwork. The beginner competition welcomes everyone (you can join with your non-engineering friends), and features
tutorials to help you understand motors, sensors and
more! If you’re a robotics connoisseur, check out the advanced
competition, where the big bots come to play. Check out our
website sumobot.ca for more information!

McMaster Robomaster | macrobomaster@gmail.com
MAC RoboMaster is a team of highly motivated and passionate students.
We participate in the yearly RoboMaster Robotics Competition where we
compete against universities all over the world. Each season, the team is
tasked with developing a group of RC and autonomous battle
robots from the ground up. This multidisciplinary project is no
small task, but we love what we do and are committed to learning and developing as future professionals.

clubs and teams
empowering people
NSBE | pres.nsbemac@gmail.com
NSBE (National Society of Black Engineers) Mac provides an environment
for its members to develop the intangible skills and networks necessary to
be successful students and professionals. We offer speaker and networking events, job search advice and skill development events, socials, and
an annual National Convention which brings together over 8000 members
every March. The chapter’s mission is to increase the number of
culturally responsible Black Engineers who excel academically,
succeed professionally and positively impact the community.
Women in Engineering | wes@mcmaster.ca | @mcmasterwie
The McMaster Women in Engineering Society is a group of students focused on creating a community where female-identifying students feel empowered and supported throughout their education. We run a mentorship
program, professional development workshops, highschool outreach and
social events. We offer an inclusive space for all students at
our events and we encourage you to follow us on social media!
Engiqueers | mcmaster@engiqueers.ca
Welcome to Mac! We are the student-run engineering LGBTQ advocacy
and inclusion group. EQ has expanded dramatically over the years. From
being a solely social service to putting a stronger focus on Professional
Development and providing more resources such as our
Anti-Oppression and Language of Sexuality training. We thrive
on adapting to the culture’s current needs and are always
interested in hearing feedback! Please do not hesitate to drop
us a line with new ideas or ways to do what we currently do
better.

clubs and teams
Engineers Without Borders | mac@ewb.ca
The goal of Engineers Without Borders (EWB) is to Promote Human Development Through Access to Appropriate Technology and Effective Policies. Our Chapter will make the McMaster Engineering students the most
knowledgeable on the complexities of International Development
and the most proactive in spreading awareness in the Hamilton
Community. Every year, we focus our energy on tackling issues
concerning developing nations and implement positive change
in Canada and in four African countries.

span all your opportunities
Troitsky Bridge Competition | mac@ewb.ca
Troitsky is an annual bridge building competition with a fun twist, you can
only use popsicle sticks, white glue, and dental floss! During the 3 day
event hosted by Concordia University in Montreal, bridges are tested based
on design, presentation, and efficiency. Follow us on Instagram @mcmaster_troitsky to find out more!

Steel Bridge Team | mac@ewb.ca
Interested in learning about structural steel design or steel fabrication?
The McMaster Steel Bridge Team designs, fabricates and constructs
a 22-foot-long steel bridge. Our goal is to teach students the practical
aspects of bridge design and steel fabrication. Each year we
compete at the Canadian National Steel Bridge Competition
which is held at different locations across Canada each year.

clubs and teams
professionals who like professional enrionments
McMaster Heavy Construction | hcsc@mcmaster.ca
Our mandate is to promote the heavy construction industry at McMaster
and to act as a central liaison between civil engineering students and
professionals in the heavy construction industry. We organize student
visits to heavy construction sites, where you are able to gain
practical knowledge of the construction industry and see first
hand the many diverse areas of work that are involved in heavy
construction.

ITE McMaster | itemac@mcmaster.ca
ITE McMaster is the student chapter of the Institute of Transportation
Engineers. The club welcomes students from all programs and disciplines
who are interested in learning about the transportation industry and connecting with industry professionals. ITE McMaster hosts guest lectures,
technical tours, software tutorials, and promotes transportation-related networking opportunities in the GTHA.
NAYGN McMaster | social.naygnmcmaster@gmail.com
North American Young Generation in Nuclear McMaster aims to create
lifelong connections and inspire today’s nuclear professionals to meet the
challenges of the 21st century; by providing opportunities for students to
network with professionals, developing relevant skills through
seminars and workshops, and informing the student body
at McMaster about nuclear technology through lectures and
newsletters.

clubs and teams
have design in their name
Mac Design League | mdlmcmaster@gmail.com
McMaster Design League is a student-run club that focuses on promoting
the design aspects of engineering. We work to teach students new skills
through our various workshop series and then apply those skills in the CAD
and UI/UX Designathons which are weekend-long hackathon-style events
focused on either UI/UX design or CAD and 3D printing.
Seismic Design | msdt@mcmaster.ca
The McMaster Seismic Design Team focuses on competing in the annual
EERI earthquake engineering competition. Teams are tasked with creating
complex frame skyscraper models to be tested on a shake table simulating real earthquakes. The team focuses on structural modelling using specialized software, as well as constructing an actual prototype using laser-cutting technology.

Medical Engineering Design Team | macmed.t@gmail.com
The goal of the McMaster Medical Engineering Design Team is to create
a multi-disciplinary student-lead community that focuses on engaging in
technically driven project work, and education initiatives aimed towards
applications in medicine. Our hope is that students who engage in our
community will gain useful hands-on experience in developing medical
technology and will be motivated to continue learning
about the field of biomedical engineering.

clubs and teams
for future google employees

McMaster Competitive Programming | contact-us@mcp-team.com
McMaster Competitive Programming (MCP) is a community of individuals
who compete in programming competitions such as ICPC and Google
Code Jam! Most of our efforts are focused on providing students with
tools and opportunities to develop their technical skills as
well as connecting them to numerous companies looking for
talented interns.
McMaster AI Society | macai@mcmaster.ca
Our mission is to promote the study and implementation of AI to the
undergraduate and graduate students of McMaster. We accomplish this
through a wide variety of events and initiatives, including weekly tutorials,
a yearly hackathon (MacHacks) and other smaller competitions, projects within our society and in collaboration with other
organizations, a yearly networking social, and much more.
PhaseOne (DeltaHacks) | hello@deltahacks.com
At DeltaHacks, we believe change comes from dreaming big. Each year
we enable over 800 students from across Canada, working hard over 24
hours, to bring their big ideas to life. DeltaHacks gives you the
platform to make an idea a reality, whether it be with a team,
or on your own. Unleash your creativity and make something
great, we’ll handle the rest!

clubs and teams
Vroom vroom
Baja Racing | mcmasterbaja@gmail.com
Baja SAE challenges and pushes engineering students to design and build
a single seat off-road vehicle capable of surviving the severe punishment
of the rugged terrain incorporated into the dynamic events at the three
annual SAE organized competitions. Student members apply
technical knowledge, build upon hands-on experience and
learn things that they would not be exposed to in a classroom
setting.
Mac Eng EcoCar | ecocar@mcmaster.ca
The EcoCAR Mobility Challenge is a four -year long competition that challenges university teams to apply their knowledge of advanced propulsion
systems and automated vehicle technology, to the 2019 Chevrolet Blazer.
Students are tasked to improve the car’s energy efficiency, safety and consumer appeal. The EcoCAR Mobility Challenge is sponsored by
the U.S Department of Energy, General Motors, and MathWorks,
and is managed by Argonne National Laboratory.

Mac Formula Electric | formula@mcmaster.ca
MAC Formula Electric is a student-run team that designs, builds, and competes
with an open wheel, formula one style electric racecar. Our design boasts an electric all-wheel drive powertrain, carbon fiber chassis, aerodynamics
package, and advanced vehicle controls. We provide students with
the opportunity to work on advanced automotive technology while we
aim to become one of Canada’s best teams!

clubs and teams
Mac Solar Car Project | macsolarcar@gmail.com
We take on one of the world’s greatest challenges climate change and turn
it on its head by creating one of the most eco-friendly vehicles known to
date. We have run competitions over 3,000km cross country
competing against other top universities around the world, and
are currently in development of our new car the Arc-Avenger to
compete in the 2020 Solar Car challenge in the US.

MECVT | mcmasterbaja@gmail.com
MecVT (McMaster Engineering Custom Vehicle Team) is a non competitive team that focuses on hands on learning. “We Can Do Anything with
Nothing”, is the motto we run by. Our members are diverse in experience,
and everybody is involved equally regardless of their skills. We
take people with no experience and teach them how to use
tools, design parts, understand machines, and work on cars.

clubs and teams
El0n musk likes space
NEUDOSE | neudose@mcmaster.ca
The NEUtron DOSimetry & Exploration (NEUDOSE) mission aims to further
our understanding of long-term exposure to space radiation
by investigating how charged and neutral particles contribute
to the human equivalent dose during low earth orbiting missions. The McMaster Interdisciplinary Satellite Team is a group
of students currently designing, fabricating, and planning to
launch a small satellite (CubeSat) into low earth orbit in order
to study these effects.

McMaster Hyperloop | khana157@mcmaster.ca
The McMaster Hyperloop team is dedicated towards the innovation of the
way we move. Our team consists of 70 ambitious students, all working
towards designing and building a functional prototype which we will be
taking to compete at the SpaceX Hyperloop Pod Competition.

Mac Mars Rover Team | marsatmac@gmail.com
The McMaster Mars Rover team brings together passionate McMaster
students from all faculties who share interest in space and space technologies. Our interdisciplinary approach will allow students to participate in
the design and construction of a functional Mars Rover that will compete
in international competitions. Above all else, the McMaster
Mars Rover team hopes to contribute towards the advancement of technology in space exploration.
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What stream do you belong
in?

Making you life choices like any other reasonable human...with online quizes

What’s your aesthetic?

Running away
to Iceland to
become a goat
herder...because
you felt like it

It’s 3 am and your
living on 0 hours
of sleep for
animal crossing

I drank so much
Moutain Dew I’m
now a human
glowstick

Worried about 2021
cus 2+0+2+1=5
which is the number
of nipples humans
would have if we
had 3 more nipples

Trains A and B travel on parallel
tracks. Pepe the frog boards the
trains at 11 AM. What is the mass
of the sun?

69

Pi aka 3

G = 9.81

Pepe is my son

What Shrek character best
represents you?

Which classic meme butters
your croissant?

Result: Pick a number between x and y, mulitiply it by “why am I
doing this” and the square root of “wow I’m still here” and DAMMIT
JUST FLIP THE PAGE
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B-TECH or COMP SCI
Clearly you already got your stuff
figured out which is awesome,
one step ahead of the engineering
students

McMaster’s B.Tech program aims to combine theoretical learning with hands-on
lab experiments in 3 distinct streams of specialization (Biotech, Automation, and
Automotive). Alongside the 3 streams, the B.Tech program also offers several
degree completion programs (DCP) such as Manufacturing Engineering, Software
Engineering, Civil Engineering Infrastructure and Power and Energy Engineering Technology. On top of hands-on experience, students will also balance their
technical learning with business management classes in our unique T-structured
program. Unique to the B.Tech program is also our Bachelor of Technology Association (BTA), who provide opportunities for students to expand their network
and gain access to academic resources. The BTA also hosts many fun events for
new first-years to get to know other people in their program such as game nights,
employer meet-and-greets, and many more!

Computer Science is a discipline that uses logic, software design, and of course
programming, to create software. Throughout this program, you’ll be a taking a
lot of different courses that revolve around these three areas of CS. This includes
some discrete math courses to teach you how to think logically, software design
courses to teach you how to design good software, and some programming
courses to give you some tools to put it all together. This year, our lucky incoming
first year students will get a first glimpse of the program’s new curriculum that
adds even more useful courses that you’ll be sure to appreciate. You also get two
elective courses per year, giving you flexibility to take other courses that interest
you, or even do a minor. And with lots of fellow coders to accompany you, there’s
no shortage of hilarious coding memes (and friends) to keep you entertained!
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CIVIL
So you like structures? Enjoy taking
courses on dirty water, sand, crazy
weather, traffic lights, and rocks
*insert picture of the rock*

If you grew up playing with Lego, then Civil may just be the stream for you. In civil
engineering, we learn to design the building blocks of civilization. Civil encompasses earthquake, environmental, geotechnical, structural, transportation, and water
resources engineering. There are many civil clubs and teams to get involved in,
and the civil society runs many groundbreaking social events throughout the year.
Don’t stress about meeting new people, being polite is why we’re called civil. Welcome to Mac Eng class of 2024, and welcome home.

ENG & SOCIETY
Here we see a conscientious
engineering student prancing
through the McMaster wilderness.
Watch as they hug trees, sort
their recycling and use reusable
straws. Their mating call comprise
of gloating about their minor and
praising the shrine of Cam Churchill

Ah SCTY, the most LITTY program. The Engineering & Society program provides
students a different perspective on the world of engineering, and how engineering affects the world. It offers insights into how what we do as engineers affects
the society around us in terms of social, economic, and environmental impact. A
focus is placed on sustainability and expanding our learning outside of engineering, allowing us to take almost every course offered on campus. Through these
unique learning opportunities, the Engineering & Society program produces the
world’s most thoughtful and well-rounded engineering students. After all, we do
live in a society.
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CHEM & BIO
Half engineer, half doctor. All the time.

COMPUTER
***see Electrical but add in playing with hardware ***

IBIOMED
Gotta make some choices!!! HESE or BME, which you’re placed in based on how
many seats are available in each one! If you choose BME you’re guaranteed the
eng stream of your choice. If you choose HESE have fun and try not to get lost in
the hospital

iBioMed (IBEHS, or whatever you’d like to call it!) is the first in Canada to offer
a truly interdisciplinary 5-year biomedical program that integrates engineering
with health sciences. After a common first year, students will get to specialize
in either engineering or health science, engineering science and entrepreneurship. Biomedical engineering is a developing field requiring graduates with both
specialized training and interdisciplinary breadth across many areas of study.
This innovative program aims to produce such graduates, by placing a greater
emphasis on interdisciplinary education, problem-based learning, innovation and
entrepreneurship.
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SOFTWARE
Started off as one of the lowest cut-off averages but now has the highest... totally
100% has nothing to do with software salaries
Software engineering! One of the most diverse and creative programs here at
Mac! The job opportunities ( just to name a few ;) ) are varied from IT, web development, backend programming all the way to UI design. You can end up in almost any company, you can pick from space stations to video game developers,
everything needs software! If all this just wasn’t enough to convince come to our
club events or pop into a hackathon or two! Yes, we know we are the coolest
program so if you’re ready to submit that enrolment form come join us already!

BEAMS
BEAMS (BioEngineering at McMaster Society) is a society that offers academic
and social enrichment to students within the bioengineering/biomedical engineering streams. BEAMS holds regular events throughout the year that aim to
provide students opportunities to network with fellow peers, faculty and even
industry members. These events include a social at an off-campus billiards hall,
Grad Night to hear from Masters/PhD students and Industry Night to meet professionals from leading engineering companies. BEAMS extends a warm welcome
to all students entering this unique stream and to all returning students for a
memorable year to come.

ENG & MANAGEMENT
So you’re in eng but still wanna get that bread? This 5-year program takes off a
year for your 2 year MBA! Avoid thinking about the fact that 4+2=5+1
Are you into business and want the opportunity to stand out to employers, get
qualified for an accelerated MBA, or gain valuable networking experiences?
Then the Engineering and Management is for you! It is a 5-year program that
integrates the full course load for your engineering degree with the core course
requirements of a business degree. But this program is so much more than a
business minor, as there are dedicated courses for students that develop both
engineering and management together. In this program, students develop
excellent project management and leadership skills and the ability to excel in all
environments from promising startups to established corporations!
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ELECTRICAL
Your urge to power your breadboard may or may not end your
current relationship

Electrical & Computer Engineering (ECE) allows you to delve into the inner workings of modern technology. In Electrical Engineering, you’ll learn the principles
of electromagnetism and electronic devices that lead into fields such as power
generation, and digital communications. In Computer Engineering, your learning
will focus on computer hardware as well as both high and low level software
development which will enable you to design new computer components such
as memory devices and processors. Lastly, our ECE Society hosts a variety of
social, academic, and professional events during the year to allow you to network and meet other ECE students

ENG PHYS
The difference between Eng Physics and normal physics is purely
people, beyond that everything is
irrelevant

Engineering Physics allows you to create your own future and mold your degree
in whatever direction you’re interested in. What is unique about Engineering
Physics is the variety of options for technical electives, from various engineering
and science courses. Some of the possible areas of interests to pursue are Nuclear Engineering & Energy Systems, Nano/Micro-Devices, and Photonics. The
Engineering Physics Society hosts a variety of super fun social and professional
events for students throughout the year, ranging from coffee house socials to industry nights which provides undergraduate students the opportunity to network
with peers, faculty members and industry professionals.
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MECHANICAL
Lube up those gears, optimize your rotations and enjoy the heat transfer

Ahh, Mechanical Engineering, the OG, and quintessential form of engineering. If you want to spend your time in class learning about joints and how to
use a computer to find out the spiciest way to cook a chicken then Mech is
the stream for you. Another great part of Mech is the chance to drink ice-cold
BEvERages. But if that’s not up your alley, then you can spend your time learning useful knowledge, like how to cook a pizza sustainably. Let’s get some
stereotypes out of the way right now. If it moves, we sure as heck made it (get
out your trusty WD-40). You DON’T have to be a Daddy Elon Musk fanboi to
be in Mech. And finally, we are NOT mechanics, even though we could fix cars
just as well, if not better.

CHEMICAL
Creative answers for what to do with 69
feet of net positive suction and titration
techniques

Chemical Engineering uses principles of chemistry, physics, life sciences,
applied mathematics and economics to produce, transform, and transport chemicals, materials, and energy to solve some of the worlds biggest
problems. A chemical engineer designs processes that convert raw materials into useful products, in a variety of industries such as healthcare, food
processing, and environmental. Our department offers a variety of options to
further your education through our specializations: Bioengineering (5 years),
Polymer Materials and Manufacturing (4 years), Process Systems Engineering (4 years), and Water-Energy Technologies (4 years), with the option to do
Co-op, Management, or Society.
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MECHATRONICS
A lot more software and a lot less
robots than you’d expect, but
sounds fudging cool

Mechatronics (mechanical-electronics) or Tron for short, is a mix of everything
engineering has to offer. Circuits, embedded systems, programming, software
engineering principles, mechanics (statics & dynamics), and thermal dynamics.
We take Software, Mechanical, EngPhys, and MechTron classes. In the upper
years, the focus is more on manipulating mechanical systems using software
and electronics, than the mechanical aspects. Labs are great to give students
the chance to work on projects important to employers. The Tron Society or
MMS strives to build community and hosts fun events like Boston Pizza nights,
Bowling, Meet the Profs, and sell super cool dope Tron merch.

MATERIALS
A lowkey, yet a great program with
good job prospects. Perfect if you
like small, tight-knit classes...also
you can make a durable cement
monster so...what’s not to love

Materials engineers solve engineering problems by creating new materials and
modifying existing ones such as strengthening steels or developing carbon
nanotubes. At McMaster, materials engineering students learn about a wide
range of materials and their applications. From studying biomaterials to semiconductors, from 3D printing metal knee implants to a functioning tibial knee
implant. McMaster Materials Engineering provides students with a wide range
of interesting experiences which allow for theory learned in class to be used in
a hands-on environment. Upper year students are able to specialize in Biomaterials, Smart Materials & Devices, Data Analytics & Computational Materials, or
Manufacturing & Infrastructure and mix and match their classes how they would
like based on passion and interest!

CHOOSE YOUR FIGHTER

NOW A MESSAGE FROM HUNTER

(we told him to write about publications AND WE GOT THIS )
Hello there young ones, it is I the Publications Editor, the man behind the
ink, the one who makes sure the wordage in this beautiful stack of paper
is wordy. I’m supposed to be here to tell you about the other publications
we produce here at Mac Eng, but to be honest with you I am slightly salty
that I don’t get an Editor Letter like the “Official Handbook Editors”, so I
am going to write my letter here, because I am their boss and they can’t
tell me what to do >:).
Mac Eng is a wonderful place filled with wonderful people. Although
it may be kinda cringe, especially after the 30th time hearing it, when
people say that we’re a family here, there really is truth behind that. No
matter who you are or what stream you’re interested in you will be able
to find like-minded people, who will be there to help and support you
through every step of your undergrad. Also make sure you make the
most of it by making dank memes and send those memes to me at
publications@macengsociety.ca, thank you.
Oh yeah, I guess I should tell you about the other publications while
you’re here. We have the Frequency, which is the serious business paper,
with serious articles about serious topics like co-ops and clubs and
conferences and lots of other things that start with c. There is also the
Plumbline which is a satirical paper where we make the funny jokes so
you can laugh, haha. As you can tell this is a new position and I have
absolutely no knowledge about these publications aside from what I just
wrote, but please read them I assure you there will be quality content.
Keep it hyphy friends,
Hunter Ceranic
Mechatronics & Society IV
MES Engineering & Society Rep & Publications Editor 2020-2021

Conferences are a great
opportunity to learn something
new whether it's technical, or
professional; develop your
leadership skills and make new
friends. There is something for
everyone!

Dedotated
Wam is NOT
required to
attend a
conference
:)
Conference on Diversity (CDE)

University of Calgary - November 6-9, 2020
This conference focuses on EDI (equity, diversity
and inclusion) such as gaining understanding on
issues minorities face in engineering, how we can
make our communities more inclusive and other
important discussions surrounding the engineering
experience and diversity.

First Year Integration Conference (FYIC)

Ontario Tech University - November 20-22, 2020
An amazing opportunity for first years to get informed
about, and involved in, all the things that engineering
student societies have to offer. From learning what ESSCO
(Engineering Student Societies Council of Ontario) and CFES
(Canadian Federation of Engineering Students) do to getting to
know other awesome first years, this is truly a great experience!

https://youtu.be/wsO-Td0hqXo

ESSCO Annual General Meeting (AGM)
Laurentian University - February 2021

This conference focuses on leadership
development and the sharing of best
practices between engineering societies and
clubs and teams. This is achieved by having
external speakers and previous ESSCO
alumni run sessions and speak to delegates.
This conference is great for those interested
in improving their leadership skills while
making lots of new friends.

Conference on Sustainability (CSE)

Université de Sherbrooke - February 2021
This conference aims to raise awareness about issues
in sustainability in all fields of engineering, and allows
students from across the country to discuss how they can
tackle sustainability and environmental issues within their
engineering career and everyday life. This conference is
great for both those that are invested in sustainability and
those who are new to the field.

Canadian Engineering Leadership
Conference (CELC)

Ryerson University - January 2-8, 2021
This is a fantastic opportunity to learn more
about a wide variety of topics from many
different viewpoints. From industry partners
and sponsors sharing ways to improve
personal and professional skills to fellow
students having in-depth discussions about
important topics. This is a conference to
gain knowledge and share ideas with peers
and professionals alike.

year 1 courses
arcade
...
READY PLAYER 1
PLAY YOUR WAY THROUGH OUR FIRST YEAR ENG
COURSES IF YOU DARE
...

PACMAN
SHARED COURSES EDITION
1UP
42000

HIGH SCORE
69000

2UP

Chem 1E03 - where everyone
thinks it’s just high school
chem and slack until a not so
spicy C

Lin Alg (IZC3) - where 0+1=11
and we just gotta accept
that and move on

READY!
Calc I (1ZA3) starts off as a
review of grade 12
and then it all goes
downhill

Calc II (1ZB3) - more calc
but from general
consensus ...harder

Physics 1E03 - Waves
& Magnetism (the
only brainwaves that
exist are on your
test questions)

Physics 1D03 - Kinematics (a
review of high school physics where it makes sense to
yeet watermelons off cliffs
just to find their velocity)

PROGRAM EDITION
1UP
42000

HIGH SCORE
69000

2UP

IBIOMED
IBEHS 1P10 - the one course
where you apply what were
once seemingly random
concepts to real-life
(shocking I know)

Cell bio (HTHSCI 1I06) - where
you learn about this cyclic
AMP dude who does a lot of
stuff (can't relate) and how
cholera gives you diarrhea

COMPSCI
Discrete Mathematics
for Computer Science
(COMPSCI 1MD3): New
for first years, but
congrats, you’re the
first CS students who
don’t have to suffer
through COM-PSCI
2DM3!

Computer Science
Practice and
Experience: Development Basics (COMPSCI
1XC3): This course is a
successor to the old
COMPSCI 1XA3 course,
and among teaching
you other skills, it will
hope-fully allow you to
ascend to the Linux
Master Race!

Introduction to
Programming (COMPSCI 1MD3): If you love
indentation and loathe
brackets, then you’ll
enjoy learning Python
in this course.

Linear Algebra I (MATH
1B03): You’ll be learning a lot about how to
work with a matrix, but
not the cool movie kind
unfortunately. How
much you study for
this course will be the
“determinant” of how
well you do.

Introduction to
Computa-tional Thinking
(COMPSCI 1JC3): Haskell
might not be a fun time
for some of you, but the
delicious South
Carolina Chews more
than make up for it (ask
the prof about it!)

Computer Science
Practice and
Experience: Introduction to Software Design
using Web Programming
(COM-PSCI 1XD3): This
course is also new, but
I expect it to take you
one step closer to
achieving global
domination of all
software by (*shudder*) web technologies
(it’ll be fun though
don’t worry).

ENG 1

1P13- Ummm it’s online and tbh that’s
about all we know...GOODLUCK
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PROGRAM EDITION - BTECH

1UP
42000
Professional Communications (1PC3) - This is a
course you will use every
day, every minute of your
day, and at every co-op.
Learn how to communicate
professionally so the
world can treat you professionally.

Professional Communications (1PH3)
(1PC3) - Have
This is
a
Physics
fun
course
you will
use
every
if you have
the
8:30
am
day,
minute
your
timeevery
slot for
this of
one
;).
day,
and at
co-op.
If you’re
inevery
Automotive,
Learn
communicate
this
willhow
be to
your
bread and
professionally
butter. so the
world can treat you professionally.

Professional CommuniMath II (1MT3) - “Grab a
cations (1PC3) - This is a
gallon of glue and glue
course you will use every
yourself to your chair,
day, every minute of your
because you’re no expert
day, and at every co-op.
until you solve 5000 inteLearn how to communicate
grals” Oh and don’t forget
professionally so the
the +C!
world can treat you professionally.

Professional CommuniStatics
Mechanics
cationsand
(1PC3)
- This isof
a
Materials
- Your
course
you(1ME3)
will use
every
very
first Automotive
speday, every
minute of your
cific
How exciting!
day,course!
and at every
co-op.
You’ll
allcommunicate
about StatLearnlearn
how to
icsprofessionally
while seeing what
a bell
so the
really
is! proworldcurve
can treat
you
fessionally.

HIGH SCORE
69000

Biology (1B13) You ever had a
nightmare about
mitochondria?

Chemistry (1CH3)
- *Alert* Group
presentation
*Alert*

Foundations of
Business (1BZ3) We never had to
take this one, so
let us know!

Math I (1MC3) - Say
goodbye to the
new calculator you
just bought, and
hello to your sinking GPA

2UP
Professional
CommuniElectricity and
eleccations
(1PC3)
- This
is a
tronics I
(1EL3)
- Wait?
I
course
you
will
use
thought this is lab every
time,
day,
every
of your
not a
thirdminute
lecture?
The
day, and
every
co-op.
theory
in at
this
course
can
Learn
howto
toget
communicate
be tough
a grip on
so questhe
soprofessionally
make sure to ask
worldwhen
can treat
you them.
protions
you have
fessionally.

Professional Communications
(1PC3)
- This is a
Analytical
chemistry
course
will
use you’ll
every
(1AC3) -you
Only
place
day,
every
of your
learn
howminute
to “Chicken
day, and
at of
every
co-op.
grip”
a set
tongs,
and
Learn
to communicate
where how
decimal
places are
professionally
king! so the
world can treat you professionally.

Professional CommuniObject-Oriented
bject-Oriented
cations
(1PC3) - ProgramThis is a
ming (1PR3)
Why
are
first
course
you-will
use
every
year
B.Tech.
students
day,
every
minute
of your
taking
Python
as opposed
day, and
at every
co-op.
to C++?
Because
Pythons
Learn
how
to communicate
live
above
C-level.
professionally so the
world can treat you professionally.

Professional CommuniC++ Programming
(1CP3)
cations
(1PC3) - This
is aAn “introductory”
course
you will usecourse
every
thatevery
doesn’t
feelof
introday,
minute
your
ductory
to every
most people.
day,
and at
co-op.
If
programming
isn’t
your
Learn how to communicate
strong
suit, study
professionally
so hard
the
worldand
canstudy
treatwell.
you professionally.
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Omg it’s finally first year GAHHHHHHHHHH

•Don’t tell people you are in “engineering” with a smug look on your face, we get it
the admission average is high but trust me it always comes off bad
•Don’t try and flex your highschool grades. You’re probably not the future Elon
Musk... unless :P
•Go to EVERY class. You say your gonna use the time to catch up, but the only
thing your going to be catching is L’s, it’s a slippery slope so stay on top of it
•DON’T SKIP MEALS, just don’t
•Make notes BEFORE class, trust me you're gonna get ahead so when you fall
behind you’re right where you need to be ;)
•ENJOY MEAL CARD... everything seems cheap. BoosterJuice is affordable. I'm
currently a sad fourth year eating a bell pepper like an apple as a snack so LIVE IT
UP IN FIRST YEAR FOODWISE!
•TEXTBOOKS ARE EXPENSIVE AF. Use the MES textbook library ask your prof if it’s
actually required or look for online resources. Save your $$$$$.

Tips for living at Mac or really far away from Mac:

•Mac charges you for replacement res cards and re-entry after forgetting your
card
•Closet doors are a perfect table for games
•Find out how long it takes you to walk from your residence to key buildings like
ETB,JHE, and MUSC. If you live off-campus you’re looking at a long walk so
figure out average bus times or driving times.
•Anytime you’re jealous of LP or PGCLL washrooms just remember they have to
clean them themselves and have to walk 6 hours to ETB
•You already pay a fee to the university for stolen cutlery :O So I’m not not saying
don't not steal it. Don’t believe us check Mosaic and be in awe of all the random
fees you are charged for.
•Get FACEBOOK you zoomers!!! I know you think this is boomer talk but using
messenger to coordinate group work is superior to Instagram/Snapchat/TikTok.
Also Spotted at Mac: McMaster’s Number 1 meme page operates on Facebook
so just give in and give Zuckberg your personal info!!

Midterm tips

•Write your midterms down on a calendar (good thing there's a calendar in this
here hAnD BoOk). Having your important dates on one page really helps put a
timeline for studying into perspective
•Don’t stress about doing bad on a midterm, usually everyone does bad but no one
is willing to admit it. Ride the curve and keep your head up!
•Don’t get caught up by one question, move on and go back to it if you have time.
This is coming from someone who spent 30 minutes mindlessly staring at
question 3 of a calc exam, ran out of time and then proceeded to randomly fill in
questions I probably knew. BIG OOF.
•Multiple choice is trash, IF THERE ARE LONG ANSWER Q’S literally write
everything and anything you know on the question. Part marks will bless you.
•It’s usually better to write the midterm even if you think you’ll do poorly. MSAFing
and having to write a 70%+ exam is never worth the stress.
•Use your resources such as Tutoring, The Math Help center <3, MES help
sessions, smart friends etc. Don’t lock yourself in your room and don’t be afraid
to ask for help!
•Drinking a redbull for the FIRST time right before a midterm is NOT a good idea.
Take your redbull virginity in a relaxed environment surrounded by friends who
care about you.
•Don’t try to cheat on tests/exams. Maybe you got away with it in highschool but
it's not a flex here. Academic dishonesty is always an automatic ZERO, stays on
your transcript forever and may even lead to Bye bye McMaster :(
•Don’t show up to the midterm room too early, chances are if you get there 30
mins early all the panicked energy is going to stress you tf out. Doors don’t open
until 10 mins before, so try and relax yourself before going in.
•Do not check your midterm grades within a big group of friends, chances are one
of you will do significantly worse and one person will end up being Einstein's
reincarnation. Friendships will be tested.
•After seeing a midterm grade, MOVE ON. The world isn’t going to end and you
can still pull through the course with a decent average. This is coming from
someone who failed both physics midterms (46, 48) and still managed to pull
a B in the course.

Tips for dating in first year
•DONT
•DO
•IT
•YOU
•ARE
•MAKING
•A
•MISTAKE
•Karen come back I still love
the kids

YOU
CAN
PROBABLY
DO IT

self care

•Stay hydrated! It’s easy to just drink coffee all day, but trust me your body needs
some good old H2O somtimes
•Stay organized. Whether it’s your class schedule, midterm dates, or just what
you need to finish for that project you’re working on
•Give yourself some ‘me time’ daily. After a long ass study session reward
yourself! What constitutes as me time?
•GTL, guido life... gym, tan and laundry
•Video games... do some fishing on animal crossing
•Netflix and chill by yourself
•NAPS
•Watch some anime... we see you weebs
•Read a book
•Hang with some pals
•Don't be a garbage person and buy a fun reusable water bottle (and or mac eng
flasksksk ;) ). Just another way to not only save the planet but also have another
Mac branded item
•Eat before consuming BEvERages
•Eat real food - not just pizza and instant noodles (trust me I didn’t see
vegetables for a year and I suffered because of it)

General school tips

•LONCAPA, ALL 12 OF THEM ARE ONLY WORTH 4%, You don’t need to stress
out about completing every single question. They help for practice but don’t
lose sleep over capa.
•Be careful when opening snapchats/messages in lecture halls, usually the
entire group of people behind you can very clearly see your screen :/
•Being single on valentines day is a flexx… anyway almost every year you guys
have a midterm on Valentines Day so you’ll get some action no matter what
,
•Your calculator can solve EVERYTHING
•Roots of 2nd and 3rd order functions
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecCdx5pSIFI)
•Systems of 2 or 3 equations
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=taHaKvkcOOY)
•Integrals!!!!
•And more! Use the calculator handbook

EAT
SLEEP
STUDY
SUCCEED

exam tips

•Exam season is around 3 weeks, if you think you can survive without any sleep
for this period you would be mistaken. Only a dummy would think that no sleep
is better than sleep. SLEEP IS GOOD.
•Keep your friends close but your student card closer. Don’t let almost losing
your student card during exams be the thing that gives you a heart attack.
Duct tape your student card over your heart so that both remain safe.
•You would think profs conjure up unique questions from thin air
however a lot of the time they actually do wanna help you out. Do the practice
tests they give you, some of the questions might become your friends.
•Just think of it as a midterm (worth 60% of your grade). Follow the midterm
tips on the previous pages
•You can’t study for an exam in one day. Sometimes you have back to back
exams one day after another, but do your best to study in advance, even if it’s
just looking over some lecture slides
•Study how you study best - if it’s with friends, do some study sessions together!
If your work best alone, turn off your phone and grind - you can see everyone
after exam season is over
•Don’t study non-stop, take some breaks every once in a while. See ‘ME TIME’

Welcome week rep tryout tips

•Come out to the info session
•Start your application early! Usually, apps that come 5 minutes late aren’t
considered :(
•Be yourself, you don’t have to be the loudest person in the room, just show
off your own brand of awesomeness and do it with confidence
•If you make it CONGRATS! just don’t be a butt because a lot of good people
don’t make it. Keep it lowkey and remember havving a suit doesn’t mean you’re
the thebomb.com

Stream choices

•Don’t worry if you’re still figuring everything out. A lot of us picked our streams
with a coin flip (please make an informed choice!)
•We have some pages about the streams and choices, but there will also be a
bunch of info sessions. Ask questions! Talk to upper years! Talk to us!
•Check out the Society and Management programs! They’re really cool (even if
it means staying another year). Two of the editors are in Society, and let us be
the first to tell you... SKITTY IS LITTY

HYDRATE
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DIE-DRAT
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Tweets

YEAR 2020
@the_end_is_here
Welcome to the
apocalypse. 2012 who?
It’s all about me now
baby ;)

YEAR 2020

Gotta make 2020 a year to remember! Got lots of
surprises in store #NewYear’sResolutions
#forthememe

YEAR 2020

Worldwide
NotAFakeEmail.com

@the_end_is_here Jan 1

@the_end_is_here Jan 1

When you’re laughing at all the WW3 memes but
then you remember you’re a healthy 18 year old
male with no medical history.

Joined January 2020

Retweeted by Year 2020

YeetOrBeYeeten @it_really_be_like_that March 15

They say Patterson’s Batman is going to be ‘so
raw’ and ‘unsanitized’.

wikiHow
How to COVID 19
part

1

Stay in school kids

Message your classmates and make new friends,
1 who
knows, you might even find a sucrose guardian

goals so you can get stuff done (being an engineer
2 Set
means you’re already a procrastinator so you’re gonna need
as much help as you can get)

wikiHow
part

2

Eat Healthy

1

Drink lots of water

2

Consume your enemies to get rid of bad vibes

As experts in waterology we suggest you drink at least 1
bathtub of water each day - don’t you dare say you can’t, you
THIRSTY

We understand that people can get frustrating at times, so
when that happens just take a deep breath and CONSUME
THE MOTHERTRUCKER to level up

wikiHow
part

3

I don't know where this is going either...

1

Be your most beautiful self

2

Stay active

Give yourself that quarantine makeover - stay as ugly as
you want for as long as this pans out

Practice your yodeling skills with household objects,
however we don’t advise using alive things

HOW TO ACADEMIC HONESTLY
Cheaters never prosper. Such is the will of man.
The system is there to protect you, do not disobey
the system. However, there comes a time when every
human being is tempted by the succulent taste of easy
success. DO NOT BE FOOLED LITTLE ONE. These are mere
temptations and should not hold sway over your life’s
journey. Fret not, child, for there is truly a way to
academic honestly.
Corona has developed a new environment for learning
one in which the originally rigidly defined borders
between academic honesty and dishonesty have been
blurred. Here are some tips to ensure that you do not
get swept up in the haze of confusion:
- You may think that having a group call during a
midterm is a fail-safe method to succeed as a pack
however even though McMaster may not be listening, the
FBI man is. Don't cheat.
- If you search up a midterm question online during
the examination and an exact solution with the exact
same numbers pop up. There is at least a 75% chance
that it’s fake. Don't cheat.
-Maybe in highschool you dabbled in Cheaters-R-Us and
got caught, the teacher scolded you and maybe you got
detention. At University Cheaters-R-Us don’t get
scolded they just file you for metaphorical
bankruptcy. If you don’t want to say bye-bye to good
old McMaster then don’t shop at Toys-R-Us. Don't cheat.
-CTRL-F is a function on Avenue to Learn, it's super
useful for class work but don't get too attached,
Don't cheat.

PLAYLIST

QUARANTUNES
Jam out to our greatest hits for everything between
staring out the window aimlessly and trying to stifle a
cough so nobody looks at you weird
Created by theDANKESTmemes · 21 songs · 4 h 20 min
P L AY

FOLLOWERS
69 BILLION

TITLE

ARTIST

Sicko Mode

Travis Scott ft. Drake

2020-04-20

U Can’t Touch This

MC Hammer

2020-04-20

Mask Off

Future

2020-04-20

Be Alone

Childish Gambino

2020-04-20

Toxic

Britney Spears

2020-04-20

Don’t Stand So Close to Me

The Police

2020-04-20

Party In the USA

Miley Cyrus

2020-04-20

Antisocial

Ed Sheeran ft. Travis Scott

2020-04-20

We are Never Ever Getting Back Together

Taylor Swift

2020-04-20

Sweatpants

Childish Gambino

2020-04-20

Me, Myself, and I

G-Eazy

2020-04-20

Supalonely

Benee

2020-04-20

All By Myself

Celine Dion

2020-04-20

Goodbye Blue Sky

Pink Floyd

2020-04-20

F 2020

Avenue Beat

2020-04-20

Waiting on the World to Change

John Mayer

2020-04-20

We Don’t Talk Anymore

Charlie Puth ft. Selena Gomez

2020-04-20

Love Lockdown

Kanye West

2020-04-20

Survivor

Destiny’s Child

2020-04-20

I Miss You

Blink-182

2020-04-20

get well soon

Ariana Grande

2020-04-20

0:00

0:69

CORONA MAMA
rECIPES FOR QUARANTINE

Hotdogs but the bun is kinda like a grilled cheese thing

Serves 2 (or 1 because you’re quarantined alone )
-2 slices White bread ( if you’re feeling healthy, don’t make this recipe use
whole wheat)
-2 kraft singles (this is bad cheese I know, but it melts great)
-Butter
-2 hotdogs
-Your fav condoments
-Yourself, cause you need to make it silly
Steps:
Make grilled cheese. Then you have to act quickly. You have about 2
minutes of working time. As the cheese is still melty, rip the bread in 2.
Don’t rip the actual bread (as opposed to the metaphorical bread), just
split the 2 pieces like Poseidon parted the sea. The cheese will of
course cling to either slice of bread so you can use it as a hot dog bun.
Also you should probably cook the hotdogs but that is optional.

???- Try the mystery dish of the year

Take an egg(s). Put the egg(s) in water up to its(their) shoulders. Make
sure the water is in a pot (not like marijuana, like a cooking vessel). Put
said pot onto a heat source(preferably a heat source generated by a stove
oven). Allow the water to simmer and eventually come to a nice boil. If it is
not nice it will not receive any gifts on Christmas. Once you hear the boil,
look to confirm it is actually boiling (hint: there will be bubbles, hint #2: if
you put your finger in the water it will hurt, you will most likely take it out ).
Procure a timer. Set said timer to exactly 5 minutes. Once 5 minutes have
elapsed kindly extinguish the heat source and remove the egg(s) from the
water. Run the egg(s) under freezing water(likely obtained from a tap or a
river) in order to facilitate the cooling process. Next, take a spoon. Gently
tap the spoon on the egg(s) shell(s) so that a small fracture appears.
Proceed to roll the egg(s) along a smooth surface. Then gently lift a part
of the shell(s) off the egg(s) and advance to complete the peeling
process. Then consume the egg(s) in whatever fashion that may please
you. You’re welcome. Please send all quality control issues to
ceranic.ind@gmail.com, we are willing to learn.

Online Cuffing Season Tips

i

Talk first!!!
Why? Just Why? What goes through your head to think
unsolicited pictures are going to impress anyone? NO…
LITERALLY NEVER. SMH. Communicate first!!! Exchange
numbers not pictures <3.

Make it personal
I’m one of those people that used to get super excited when I
got a snap from that one guy. Trust me, that excitement goes
down real quick when you realize it’s also their story.
No one is 100% invested if your relationship survives quarantine
Sorry if this is a reality check, but posting those cringey breakup
quotes about “freedom” or subtweeting your significant other
while you’re in a fight is only yall’s business. Please keep your
relationship tea to your close friends and not the entire internet.
Thank youuu.
PDA ( People Don’t A-Care
Keep the lovey dovey stuff to when you are alone with them,
try a direct message. NOT when you’re posting to each other’s
wall. Who even posts on walls these days??? I don’t need to see
your couple TikTok duets, screenshots of yall face timing at 3am
(so quirky) or worst of all two people professing their love to
each other IN A GROUP CHAT. BRUH.

macMessage

Online Cuffing Season Tips

i

Tindering under the influence
All right swipes all the time. Wake up with a headache and a
bunch of confused potential matches: asking if you’re alive.

Texting after adding some Hydroxyl groups to your system
Not cute, especially not during quarantine, sorry. Text when you
are 100% you, that’s when the person you’re interested in is
attracted to you. I get it maybe you need some liquid confidence
once in a while but learning to love the awkward (and yourself
fully) is one of the most important things you can do. <3
Don’t talk about corona
It’s such an obvious talking point and since everyone is stuck
inside the entire world is having a pretty similar boring
experience.
Talk about corona
DISCREETLY. Maybe you actually picked up a cool hobby to kill
the time. It’s pretty cute to find out you both share a common
passion in sourdough starters. Bond over the fact that neither
of you know what day of the week it is.

macMessage

Online Cuffing Season Tips

i

Find a way to bridge the gap
Relationships are about common experience and common
interests which can be hard to find when everyone is alone.
Find something fun and unique to do together, don't just
facetime like everyone else. Alternative ideas:
Look at google maps together. Take virtual vacations and
then feel meh because they aren’t real and stuff kinda sucks
(https://www.geoguessr.com/).
Yeah Animal Crossing is cool, but remember DS Pictochat?
That’s an entire chat room where you can draw just for the 2
of you.
Play Cards Against Humanity together. Populate a random
server and find out how edgy the humour of your significant
other truly is (https://pyx-1.pretendyoure.xyz/zy/game.jsp).
Get sorted on Pottermore. WARNING THIS MAY END THE
RELATIONSHIP. If you’re a Ravenclaw dating a Hufflepuff I’m
so sorry for your loss.
Webkinz, revive it, especially if one of you had a panda those
were pretty dope.

macMessage

2020 advent calendar
(in memes)

Jan

feb

March

april

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

WELCOME TO the
BEGINNING OF THE END
FIRST SEMESTER

QUARANTINE
LECTURES SUCK...
sOLUTION= bingo

HARRY STYLES

Ever wondered why your prof doesn't just make a youtube channel
and post lecture videos telling everyone to smash the like
button??? One answer is you can't play bingo of a prerecorded
video. Get 5 in a row in any direction and you MUST unmute and
politely say “Bingo!” to the class. This allows the rest of your peers
to understand you are in fact the alpha.Get your friends involved
for even more fun!!!
The prof puts
themselves
on mute
during a
lecture
The prof
doesn't show
up to the
lecture

The prof
Put a picture
explains it’ll
of prof as
take some
your zoom
time getting
background
used to the
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Had to switch
Someone
Prof says
Prof put an
from zoom to
these are
doesn’t
impossible q Microsoft teams
realize their “unprecedented
on a midterm then back to
times”
camera (or
zoom cause
mic)
is
on
:(
prof can’t pick
Avenue goes
down cause
TeChNoLoGy

Can’t read
the profs
handwriting

Prof says
You ate dinner FREE SPACE
The prof’s
You took
you would’ve DURING your
wifi cuts out
a shower
learned a
class
:D
during a
concept in lab
lecture
if they were
happening
“the rest is Someone asks Your lose wifi
“You learnt
Pin the hottest
a really dumb
math”
this in
connection person to your
question and
highschool
(rip)
computer
the prof has
right?”
screen
to act like its a
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You can see
Your Prof
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someone
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a swear feelings from
You had a
grades were
watching a
:O
"eureka!"
inflated
just reading
video
in
the
moment
someone’s
because it's
reflection off
username
online
their glasses

first day of the semester
OH snap YOU’RE IN UNIVERSITY NOW.
You’re probably wondering how you ended up here, so allow me to give you
insight into what your generic journey into universityhood probably looked
like leading up to this and some bonus first day tips!
You were born on a day some 18-ish years ago. It had a morning, an
afternoon, and an evening just like any old day, but it was special because
the world was about to meet a future faculty of engineering student.
The first 4 years of life were bliss, because you can’t remember them.
From there it was only downhill, but uphill enough that you were still able
to graduate with an averagely high average which got you into one of the
following:
- iBiomed
- Engineering
- Computer science
- B-tech.
The Middle by Jimmy Eat World was a blur.
Suddenly 2020 attacked the nation. At first everyone was like no biggie but
then everyone was like snap crackle pop the world is getting really crazy,
we better make some rice krispies and stay home. You agreed, you’re so
reasonable. Something about science or math. Now you’re here. THE END.
First day of class tips:
- Don’t sit in the front row, only simps do that. But since you guys are online
make sure to stay at least 1 foot away from your monitor at all times.
- Find your buildings. Oh wait, forgot you’re online. Okay no worries make
sure to locate your online learning platform. Get comfortable with teams,
avenue to learn and zoom! It helps.
- Stay hydrated. This is a threat.
- Use the same password for every account it helps you remember. I
suggest P@55W0RD for your password.
- Remember to update your facebook education to “Studies Engineering at
McMaster University” now you’re officially official.
- Learn to say “avenue to learn” this is your campus for the foreseeable
future, some say it’s “ avenue” not “a venue”

September
Sun

Mo n

Tu e
1

Check out the campus
map on page 420.69
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You’re taking notes? NERD
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Regret
everything

19

26

SPOOPY SEASON
So you made it past the gauntlet that is the first month of first year...
congratu-fricking-lations. Enjoy the spookiest of seasons (not because of halloween smh its midterm season babyy) with these events
and costume tips:

I will never financially recover
from this :(

OH SNAP THIS YEAR HALLOWEEN IS ON A SATURDAY BETTT!!
So you need help choosing a halloween costume? I got u fam:
What I
thought
eng
would
be
like

The
carpet
in
THODE

Participation marks
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Reading week is
October 12th-16th!
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Get off Netflix and get it done

spooky scary skeletons
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fudge muffins...
it’s Midterms
Me: sees the first question on the midterm

THE ONE MINUTE MAN

Just the idea of your first midterm is going to be stressful enough so DON’T be the
person that also doesn’t know where the fruitcake their midterm is and shows up
with 1 minute to spare. Scout out the area first, you’re going to want to show up early
to fill out your scantron with your name and student ID.

DON’T poop YOUR MIDTERM, Poop BEFORE IT

Seriously, go to the bathroom because the rooms are guaranteed to be either uncomfortably warm or cold despite having 69 other people with the same last name as you
breathing down your neck.
P.S. for my ibio kids out there - don’t sit beside a health sci while doing a test - you
don’t need to be humbled any further. Spare yourself from their fast page flipping and
leaving 1 hr early while you’re still on question 1b.

IMPROVISE. ADAPT. OVERCOME.

There’s always going to be one poor soul who is hacking up their lung during your
midterm (been there) and everyone else will secretly be devising a plan to use their
advanced knowledge in parabolic motion, velocity and 8 extra pencils they have with
them to shut this person up (also been there). So do practice tests in semi-loud
places so you know how to deal with these things before 40% of your mark is at
stake.

INITIATE BIG BRAIN ENERGY TIME

While most midterms are multiple choice, some also have short answers (cough
cough physics) so know what you’re good at so you can spend more time on questions that require that spicy big brain energy.

THE MULTIPLE CHOICE MYTH

Don’t be a fool like me and think multiple choice tests are going to be easier. 25%
chance you’ll get the right answer? HA! More like 75% chance you’re gonna get it
wrong - plus knowing your luck the right answers is probbaly going to be the one you
erased because it seemed too easy *sighs*

connect the dots

(if you figure this out you’ll 12 physics 1d03)
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You’re skipping class anyways, STUDY

Why is it so f reaking c old
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Last day
to withdraw

I'm
goofed
lmao

Santa hog
When the ground begins to show the first hints of snow and December Exams loom around the corner, we engineering wannabes need to blow off
a little of our steam onto the rest of the campus. The answer: Santa Hog,
a yearly event that Mac Eng puts on coupled with a charity fundraiser for
the Hamilton Interval House. This event is always held on the last Friday of
classes in December before hell exam season so naturally we sing badly
written eng parodies of Christmas carols in lectures throughout the day to
raise money. The legendary figure of Santa Hog (a jolly senior) is the most
SPIRITED and ENTHUSIASTIC caroller and ensures everyone is hyped for
the day’s shenanigans.
O Chemistree (tune of O Christmas tree)
Oh Chemis-tree, Oh Chemis-tree,
My mark has dropped from six to three
Oh Chemis-tree, Oh Chemis-tree,
My mark has dropped from six to three
Is water wet or is it dry?
Chem really makes me want to cry
Oh Chemis-tree, Oh Chemis-tree,
My mark has dropped from six to three

Christmas Grad (tune of jingle
bells)
Christmas grad, Christmas grad
Failing every day,
D03 and E03 will rot your mind
away, hey!
Drop your books, come with us,
Spread some christmas cheer!
Finals aren’t everything
So have a happy new year!
Lecture Halls
Lecture Halls are old and rotting Fa
la la la la la la la la
‘Tis the reason grades are falling Fa
la la la la la la la la
Ride the curve, get educated
Fa la la la la la la la la
Hope we all get reinstated
Fa la la la la la la la la
Lecture halls with hard-butt seating
Fa la la la la la la la la
Freeze your feet from lack of
heating
Fa la la la la la la la la
Don’t know what the prof is saying
Fa la la la la la la la la
Hope it's worth the fees we’re
paying
Fa la la la la la la la la

TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE FINALS
Twas the night before finals, and all through the college,
The students were praying for last minute knowledge.
Most were quite sleepy, but none touched their beds,
While visions of CAPA danced in their heads.
Out in the taverns, a few were still drinking,
And hoping that water would loosen up their thinking. In
my own dark dorm room, I had been pacing,
And dreading exams I soon would be facing.
My roommate was speechless, his nose in his books,
And my comments to him drew unfriendly looks.
I drained all the coffee, and brewed a new pot,
No longer caring that my nerves were shot.
I stared at my notes, but my thoughts were muddy,
My eyes went a blur, I just couldn’t study.
“Some pizza might help,” I said with a shiver,
But each place I called refused to deliver.
I’d nearly concluded that life was too cruel,
With futures depending on grades had in school.
When all of a sudden, our door opened wide,
And Patron Saint Put-It-Off ambled inside.
His spirit was careless, his manner was mellow,
When all of a sudden, he started to bellow:
“On Chegg study! On Prep 101! On last year’s exams!
On cliff notes and Slader, and last minute crams!”
His message delivered, he vanished from sight,
But we heard him laughing outside in the night.
“Your teachers will bell curve , so just do your best.
Happy Finals to all, and to all, a Good Test!”
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Courses I want to pass

w hat c o u rs es w e d roppi n g b oys
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new semester,
new me
with Michael Scott

Stay your fabulous self, we know you’re
burning out but second semester ALWAYS
goes by faster. The best way to be
Beyonce always is to make time to do the
things you enjoy whether it’s hitting the
gym, doing art or cracking open a cold one
with the boyz

We guarantee that absolutely
nobody knows what they’re doing so
don’t feel like you have to have your
life together. It’s only been a few
months so cut yourself some slack
because adjustment takes time,
trust us, you’ll find your place soon
enough.

Accidents happen, whether it’s failing a
course or tripping in front of the class on
your way through the PGCLL lecture hall
stairs like I did. Everyone has their
moment, so don’t overthink it because nobody is going to judge you. Take charge
and move forward with your head high
and your indicators on.

WELCOME TO the
END OF THE BEGINNING
SECOND SEMESTER

Fudge

Compiler

Girlfriend

Teacher: Come get your essay
The Canadian Kid:
heck
X Spendsallyourmoney

.J lshelplulatyourjob

X �e::talotofelfort

.J apt-getlnstallg++

XTakeshourstogetready

J Needsafew!lfl0DMS10,u-,

X �!.o��:
-.-

ant lo tell you

X Breaksupwithyou

✓

!;:=:.a:;':!,�

,/Allow,youtosetbreakpo,nts

When you can write "Hello, World"
in 3 different languages:

*Online Class Starts at 10 am
Me, waking Up At 9:59am

Quantum Particles: 'Vibing•
Human: 'observes them•
Quantum Particles:

Bae: Come over
Dijkstra: But there are so many routes to take and
I don't know which one's the fastest
Bae: My parents aren't home
Dijkstra:

___
____
_ _____.._____
-------·-----·
__
____
Dijkstra's algorithm
.,

_.....,. ... ...

___

_,,, __ ,_W.Df--h\__ _

...
....,-.-......__...,
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-"""'_..,..

Tt,o..,.__ .. __ � ....... --...
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the fireball
formal
Being the only faculty at Mac with a copyrighted logo, it’s our job,
NO, our responsibility, to put it on absolutely everything. One of
those things being our annual formal called “Fireball” (original, I
know).
This classy yet trashy event takes place in late January and truly
encompasses what engineering is all about. If pub nights aren’t
your scene, this is definitely worth checking out as it is a great
alternative! Go alone, bring a friend, group, or even date (wiggle
eyebrows seductively), it really doesn’t matter and you’ll have a
good time either way. It’s an excellent night of dinner (free food
that you paid for, but hey, we’ll take what we can get), dancing,
singing, prizes and of course, the dancing (we know you need to
get those steps in)!
The MES awards are a bit more gratifying once you start receiving
them in upper years, but for now just make do with the food and
drink. The New Year’s MES president also gets an announcement
at Fireball.
Remember to buy tickets at The Drain ASAP because they’re sold
out within the week!!
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Last day to
drop/add

We left out the first
and second, you won’t
remember it anyways ;)

Courses I almost passed
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thank god 2020 is over
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Classes begin

VALENTINE’S
singles awareness
day cards

because we know you glorious mothertruckers have
absolutely no game, we’ve provided a few fool proof,
guaranteed* to get a little action cards so you can spend
your first valentine’s day not watching anime
*we actually can’t guarantee anything

I d on ’t l i k e m y current
b oyfri end. Mi nd i f I do
a u - s ubs ti tuti on
to:
from:

i n eed a l i ttl e hel p
w i th m y ca l cul us
ca n you i ntegra te
m y na tura l l og?
to:
from:

y o u r e a lly p u t t h e FU N K
in f u n c t io n , b a b y

to:
from:

A r e y o u a mix t u r e o f
water, sand, coarse
a g g r e g a t e a n d c e me n t ?
B e c a u s e I t h in k I h a v e
C O N C RE TE f e e lin g s f o r
you
to:
from:

reasons to date
an engineer

Me: explaining why engineers are
the top-tier dates

Everyone except nurses (cus
we love nurses):

We like to fix things. If the relationship starts going down south,
we will do anything within the scope of duct tape or WD40 to patch
things up.
The world does not revolve around us, we choose the coordinate
system
We know how to push the right buttons...on your calculator
Great at killing bugs...on your computer (the alive ones...well honey
that’s a you problem)
We ain’t picky about food, just keep your fridge stocked
with BEvERages
Compatible sines
We’re used to wearing rings...just saying
Need someone to help you contemplate
if lettuce is just crunchy water or not at
some ungodly hour? No stress, we’re
used to all-nighters
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Valentines
day <3

Harleen's
Half B-day
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People to get rejected by

only date you’re getting is a study date
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Mac eng Musical
A warm welcome to McMaster Engineering
from the McMaster Engineering Musical! The
club provides undergrad engineering students
with a creative outlet and a chance to step out
of their comfort zone. Each year, a talented
group of musicians, actors, writers, cardboard
artists and tech wizards come together to put
on a comedy musical about life in Mac Eng.
We write an original script – loosely based on
an existing movie or musical – then arrange
our own music, build our own props, and finally
take to the stage. Be sure to attend our info
sessions in September to learn more about
the group and how to get involved! If you
have any questions, feel free to email us at
macengmusical@gmail.com. Our show takes
place in March each year, so if you don’t end up
joining, be sure to watch our final product for an
evening of hilarious entertainment!

Check out some funny parodies

https://www.youtube.com/user/macengmusical

Coloring page of stressed out
people to help you destress
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Colours of the Rainbow

no, not all gingers are leprechauns
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Last day
to drop

kipling pranks?!
You’ve heard the story of the iron rings that graduates receive. But before
that happens, mischeif rolls across campus.
You’ll see strange things all around JHE, the Hatch centre, and across campus! Every year in late March, the graduating class gets together to pull off
their ‘Kipling Pranks’. Most of them are related to the stream of those involved, but sometimes people just have a little fun.
Below you’ll find some Kipling pranks from over the last couple years. Maybe
you can use them as inspiration for when you graduate...

A popular prank you see
quite often, is the car on top
of JHE’s roof! Only in the
Mechanical department do
cars fly.

No that’s not spaghetti - it’s
shredded paper! A moment
of silence for all those study
notes harmed in the making

Perhaps the cinder blocks are fr
from
om a
failed capst
capstone,
one, but who ca
cann say for sure?
The class of ‘88 just wanted ttoo spread
some positivity on their special day.
editor's note: concrete!=cement

If you end up joining Engineering and Society, you’ll find out
about the study lounge. Well
on this day, it got moved to the
entrance of JHE. Sometimes
we just like to brag that skitty

McmAsTEr cIViL eNg sChOOl fOr
KiDS wHo caNt ReAd gOoD
If you haven’t found out already,
the civil department can be... a
little different than the rest of the

If you’re like me, you’ve probably
only heard rumours of the materials (matls) department. No one
knows if there’s really any students
studying it, but for some reason
they’re always at Kipling with cool

Last year, mechatronics graduates
finally figured out how to make an
LED blink - something they’ve been
struggling with since the stream was
created in 2077. To celebrate, they
recreated their capstone to share
with everyone, see here at a 1000:1
scale

Believe it or not, but the giant
iron ring outside of JHE was
originally a Kipling prank!
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Stay hydrated kids,
replenish those tears
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Tally of how many times I cried

ried

Just think... one more month
till summer
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Classes end

First year
bingo 2:
electric
BOOGALOO
This bingo card is no
walk in the park (if
parks ever open up
again) so completing it
is truly an engineering
student’s greatest
acheivement. In fact if you complete this entire bingo card (every
square my dood) and send a photo with at least 1 picture of
evidence (to handbook@macengsociety.ca) I will send you a pdf
diploma for a bachelor’s degree in bingology.
Got a meme
posted on
Spotted at
Mac
Bought a
used
textbook to
save money
12’d a course
(geez)
Finished a
course and
still kinda
confused
ngl
Thought
about dropping out no
cap (don’t do
it <3)

Taken a
no essay
elective

Used a
MSAF on
a physics
course

Made a
Facebook
account to
meet people
in uni

Had free
choice ;(

Never wore
Bought some
Had 3
Got
pants
to
class
mac eng
midterms
ghosted by
the
ENTIRE
swag
and
in the same
your project
year
shipped
it to
week
group
your house
Said “I’m in
Dreamed
Finished a lon
FREE
engineering” of actually
capa minutes
SPACE
and internalchilling
before its due
ly thought it
around
at 11:59pm
was flexing
campus irl
Looked at a
Been
Had to take
Eaten a
q on a test
absolutely
a WHMIS
whole
for 1 sec and
blessed by course even
immediately
rotisserie
upper years though labs
chicken skipped it cause
are online
wtf is that
Did
Went to a
Thought
Have a friend about how very awkward
a matlab
assignment at Waterloo
easy life
first year
eng
from
would be if
event
scratch
you were a cat
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Type any word ...

Artsie
pronounced art-sci, not artsy smh
Anyone not in eng (except nurses cus they’re special <3) they write essay’s gooder than us but
they think the letters on the calculator are used for spelling
420

69

Arts Quad
The Artsie’s zone, an elaborate labyrinth of hallways. Enter at your own risk…
314

69

Bell Curve
No matter how poorly you did in a course, there’s always someone
who did worse. The bell curve that got you a 2 is fueled by the fallen.
696

420

BEvERages
Plenty, lots, bountiful and honestly necessary to keep us sane as we (pretend to) grind through
Eng
420

6.9

BOAT races
BEvERages On A Table, an event where truly everyone is a winner
696

420

UR baN

Browse

Categories

Vote

Store

DICTIONARY

Type any word ...

Assignment
Things you do 100% on your own. Don’t get caught up on the
ones worth only 1/69th of your mark

420

69

Casio fx-991ms
Your new best friend, look up youtube tutorials for how to get the most out of your soulmate.
696

420

Christmas Grads
Eng just wasn’t for ‘em.
669

420

Commie
The resident capitalists at Mac. Commerce, living
life one econ course at a time
42.0

6.9
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DUSTED
Declaring an Unsuspecting Small Town Establishment Dope
696

420

Iron Ring
A proud symbol of Canadian Engineers, worn on the pinky after graduating
696

96

ERTW
Engineers Rule The World, only for the most humble amongst us

420

3.14

MUSC
pronounced MUSK
The student center, always busy ALWAYS.
696

420

Nize your eyes
Similar to nizing your beak however in this case its your eyes
699

4.20
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Eng Pub
The time of your lives every month so buy ticketsssss
314

9.81

Fireball
Eng Pub but classier and only once a year
Our logo (kinda strange but it's been here forever)

981

420

Mac the Marauder
He's knows when you are sleeping, he knows when you're awake ... and he wants a high five
696

420

Kipling
Ultra secret ceremony where Iron Rings get handed out to graduating engineers. They then use
their big brain knowledge and degree to pull off elaborate pranks in celebration
420

069

Plumbline
Our humour newspaper, with a long history of poking fun at general idiocy on campus. Remember
not to believe everything you read
696

420

UR baN
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Type any word ...

RedSuit
You can’t miss em. Like midterms, you take notice of em when there are many
699

0.69

Santa Hog
Buck wild and smelly spreader of holiday jubilation and cheer, all in the name of charity
696

420

MoMac
Closest place to the lounge that serves full meals
969

420

Godiva
A semi-hot chick that road a horse down that old town road and we sing about her (???
dats about it)
696

420

Thode
The Home Of Da Engineers, the engineering library which some believe grants its dwellers eternal
life. GO STUDY HERE!
981

314

When your wife gives birth
but you don't feel the dad
jokes kicking in and your
neighbor has suddenly
turned into a comedian:

Countries: •spend billion dollars to send
people to space·
Countries: so what did you bring back?
Astronauts:

6 Pictures Of
Scarlett Johansson
That Will Make You
Say 'This Is A
Picture Of A Boat'

Xote: It is possible that you ,.,_� sec a gap bet\veen the black part of your trajectory. and the white part. Tb.is is becaust
there is a gap in time: between the m·o cun-cs du(! ·to the discretization of r, and Matlab "\"\;"On't join lines from the graphs o:
n...-o separate cun·cs_

Correct Answe.r:
0.65
06
0.65
05
OAS

o,
035

-02

0.3

-0.4

025

--0.S

02
05

-0 ,5

·O•

--0 36

·OJ

When you get a kiss goodnight but
you live alone

-0?5

02

-015

Your Mark: 0/3
The US Coast Guard rescued a sea
turtle entangled in bundles of
cocaine off the coast of Florida

Cayde-6'5
@Parkour_Lewis

Loi, that turtle was moving weight
and hit the coast guard with "I just
qot tanqled up''. leqend
dear parents,

Me: Send bobs

just because your child is smiling at their Her: Ok
phone doesn't mean they have a
boyfriend / girlfriend. maybe they're just
looking at pictures of Shrek

McNally International, a subsidiary of Weeks Marine,
Inc., is a heavy construction company that specializes
in tunnel and marine construction. We pride ourselves
on our ability to develop solutions to many unique civil
construction challenges. McNally has been successfully
completing difficult and demanding projects since the
company was formed in 1949 and has grown to be a
Canadian leader in the tunnel and marine sectors.

www.mcnallycorp.com
careers@mcnallycorp.com

Connect with us at

ieso.ca/careers

eieso

Connecting Today.
Powering Tomorrow.

�TRIQ!
· CURIOUS ABOUT FORGING?
· INDUSTRY 4.0?
· INNOVATIVE CHALLENGES?
DISCOVER HOW WE ARE TAKING
THE FORGING INDUSTRY TO
THE NEXT LEVEL BY ADOPTING
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES.

Toll FrN: 1. an. 495. 9542
Toi: 519- 758- 8100
WWW.PATRIOTFORGE.COM

OPPORTUNITIES
Creative, Mechanical
and Analytical Minds
CASiOOL
Canada
TOOLING

SYSTEMS•

��l�b.
Morocco

��•B9sgf:
IBD

hailand

Associated Engineering's holistic approach considers climate
change impacts to create sustainable and resilient solutions.
Sustainability is part of our business, as well as every project
we undertake. This is our commitment to building better
communities, improving the environment, and reducing our
carbon footprint.

0

A Carbon Neutral Company since 2009

Associated
Engineering

www.ae.ca

rJ CJ fm �

....,J�BEST

.:.�t:r;:�s

3 STUNNING BALLROOMS
EXECUTIVE BOARDROOM
HALF & FULL DAY CONFER.ENCE5
BRUNCH, LUNCH, DINNER.,
STATE OF THE AR.T AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT, BY
SOUNDBOX PRO IN-HOUSE
FR.EE PAR.KING & FR.EE WIFI

0 @UUNAGardens
0 /LIUNAGardens
@ LIUNA_Gardens
@ LIUNA Gardens

•I

' I
0 @LIUNAStation
0 /LIUNAStation
@ LIUNA_Station
@ LIUNA Station

Proud to be
McMaster Alumni
and Sponsors
of the
McMaster
Engineering
Society
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ING INC

Tel. 905.523.1988
Fax. 905.523.6221
www.atkinsonengineering.com

COOPER

Cooper Construction Limited
2201 Bristol Circle, Suite 600,
Oakville, Ontario L6H OJ8
T 905.829.0444

F 905.829.0080

W www.coopercon.com

Building on a Centuiy of ExperiencJ

Narinder (Nindl) Bhogal, P Eng.
o,recmr of Opef3uons
5316 John Lucas Drive
Buriington, ON
L7L 6AB

T. 269 245 1030 ext 2231
F. 269 245 1031
C. 905 730 0711

www.bsbmfg.com
nbhogal@bsbmfg.com

cuodvertisi;j�

From Concept ...

to Design ...

to Del i very ...

we are a Solutions Provider

I,,,,,

FABRIS is a highly specialized production machine shop of custom
engineered products. FABRIS is a global company servicing a wide variety
of customers in the Steel Industry, as well as a key supplier of precision
machined components to the Power Generation, and Oil & Gas industries

Contact Us
www.fabris.com I 905-643-4111

········ EVERY DEGROOTE MBA····:
STUDENT HAS
�
POTENTIAL WAITING
TO BE UNLOCKED
�
.-··········· 16% of our MBA class ······.

l

Studied Engineering

25·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.:
Age

Average salary

3
Years
Work Experience

$72,700 ... .
MBA class of 2019

· ..

•

Get There
with DeGroote
*Average of incoming class

BRIGHTER WORLD
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